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Abstract

Oceanic-plates vertical tearing is seismically-identified in the present-day Earth. This type of plate tearing is frequently reported

in horizontally-oblique subduction zones where transform-faulted oceanic plates are subducting (or subducted). However, the

mechanisms behind vertical slab tearing are still poorly understood, thus we utilize 3D time-dependent Stokes’ flow thermo-

mechanical models to further study this problem. We find that (i) the age offset of transform fault and (ii) the horizontal

obliqueness of subduction fundamentally control the tearing behavior of two generic, materially-homogeneous oceanic slabs

separated by a low-viscosity zone. The overriding-continental plate bends one slab first, which combined with the age-thickness

difference between slabs, causes the differential sinking of them. Based on the modeling results, well-developed slabs vertical

tearing would happen when the oblique angle of subduction is [?]30° or the age ratio of the secondly-bent to firstly-bent

slab being ˜<0.6. Quantifying the horizontal distance-vector between sinking slabs, we find that subduction at medium-low

horizontal-obliqueness angles ([?]30deg) of young lithosphere (slabs-average ˜15 Myr) tends to produce fault-perpendicular

tearing. Contrastingly, old-age slabs (average [?] 30 Myr) with medium-large obliqueness angles (˜>20deg) tend to produce fault-

parallel tearing, related to differential slab-hinge retreat or rollback. Correlations between slabs’ (i) computed tearing horizontal-

width and (ii) scaling-theory forms of their subduction-velocity differences, are reasonable (0.76-0.97). Our numerically-predicted

scenarios are reasonably consistent with plate-tear imaging results from at least 4 natural subduction zones. Our modeling also

suggests that continual along-trench variation in subduction dip angle may be related to a special case of oblique subduction.
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Key Points: 

• 3-D numerical models are conducted to study the vertical tearing mechanism of 

the transform-faulted oceanic slabs during oblique subduction.   

• The horizontal obliqueness and slab transform age difference play dominant 

roles in determining the style of vertical slab tearing. 

• Correlations between slabs' computed tearing width and scaling-theory forms 

of subduction-velocity difference, are useful and strong. 
 
  



Abstract 

Oceanic-plates vertical tearing is seismically-identified in the present-day Earth. This 

type of plate tearing is frequently reported in horizontally-oblique subduction zones 

where transform-faulted oceanic plates are subducting (or subducted). However, the 

mechanisms behind vertical slab tearing are still poorly understood, thus we utilize 3D 

time-dependent Stokes’ flow thermo-mechanical models to further study this problem. 

We find that (i) the age offset of transform fault and (ii) the horizontal obliqueness of 

subduction fundamentally control the tearing behavior of two generic, materially-

homogeneous oceanic slabs separated by a low-viscosity zone. The overriding-

continental plate bends one slab first, which combined with the age-thickness difference 

between slabs, causes the differential sinking of them. Based on the modeling results, 

well-developed slabs vertical tearing would happen when the oblique angle of 

subduction is ≥30° or the age ratio of the secondly-bent to firstly-bent slab being ~<0.6. 

Quantifying the horizontal distance-vector between sinking slabs, we find that 

subduction at medium-low horizontal-obliqueness angles (≤30°) of young lithosphere 

(slabs-average ~15 Myr) tends to produce fault-perpendicular tearing. Contrastingly, 

old-age slabs (average ≥ 30 Myr) with medium-large obliqueness angles (~>20°) tend 

to produce fault-parallel tearing, related to differential slab-hinge retreat or rollback. 

Correlations between slabs’ (i) computed tearing horizontal-width and (ii) scaling-

theory forms of their subduction-velocity differences, are reasonable (0.76-0.97). Our 

numerically-predicted scenarios are reasonably consistent with plate-tear imaging 

results from at least 4 natural subduction zones. Our modeling also suggests that 

continual along-trench variation in subduction dip angle may be related to a special case 

of oblique subduction.  

 

 

Keywords: Oceanic slabs vertical tearing, horizontally-oblique subduction, 
transform-fault offset, 3D numerical models, Stokes’ flow.  



Plain Language Summary 

Oceanic tectonic plates can tear-off through time as they plunge and sink into the 

Earth’s mantle and are especially favored when plates have preexisting fault-weak 

zones. Two primary conditions promote oceanic tectonic slabs’ tearing: (1) Obliqueness 

of a plate’s horizontal velocity with respect to the overriding-plate coastline and trench, 

as the latter will enforce bending of one side of the slab first causing differences in 

deformation; (2) Differences in slab-age between two sides of a displaced fault-zone 

that created an offset in plate age and thickness. To understand these processes, we 

present 3D numerical models that simulate tectonic evolution and deformations, and 

we compare model results with analytical studies as well as with natural observations 

from seismic imaging. Age differences across fault-zones combined with subduction 

horizontal obliqueness control the generation and development of vertical tearing. 

Furthermore, two geometrical patterns of vertical tearing are largely consistent with 

observations. Our findings suggest that along-trench changes in the steep angle between 

the slab and surface (dip angle) may be related to the early stages of oblique subduction. 

Observing the age contrast across faults and the horizontal obliqueness of plates' motion 

allows predictions of the tearing pattern, evolution, and local mantle flow.   



1. Introduction 

Oceanic lithosphere tearing (or break-off) is a general phenomenon on present-day 

Earth. When occurring, the resulting slab window allows hot mantle materials to pass 

through, resulting in anomalous thermal and chemical conditions in convergent-margin 

environments (Gianni & Luján, 2021; Thorkelson, 1996). If slab tearing occurs at 

shallow depths (Freeburn et al., 2017; Király et al., 2020), the asthenospheric upwelling 

causes significant geological and geophysical responses, including complex mantle 

flow in subduction zones (Bolton et al., 2022; R. Govers & Wortel, 2005; Rosenbaum 

et al., 2008), anomalous thermal and mechanical structures of the overlying plate 

(Georgieva et al., 2016; Guillaume et al., 2010; Jolivet et al., 2015; Roche et al., 2018), 

as well as active arc and back-arc magmatism (Gianni & Luján, 2021; K. Liu et al., 

2020; Xu et al., 2020).  

Plate tearing can be categorized into horizontal and vertical tearing patterns 

(Rosenbaum et al., 2008). The horizontal tearing normally occurs along a sub-

horizontal plane, in which the lower segment of the slab detaches from the upper and 

then sinks into the mantle. In this case, the negative buoyancy of the subducted slab 

contributes to the slab break-off (tearing) process (Duretz et al., 2011; Gerya, 2022; 

Hildebrand et al., 2018; Kufner et al., 2017; L. Liu et al., 2021). On the other hand, it 

is generally considered difficult for a coherent subducting slab to tear along sub-vertical 

planes perpendicular to the trench (Cui & Li, 2022) due to the lack of major force 

gradients in the along-strike direction. However, according to studies of seismic 

tomography, vertical slab tearing (sub-vertically-oriented anelastic (brittle-visco-plastic) 

tears, that may be propagating in the subducted-subducting portions of oceanic slabs)  

seems to have developed in many subduction zones of present-day Earth (Figure 1), 

including the Mariana's subduction zone (M. S. Miller et al., 2004; Meghan S. Miller 

et al., 2006), the Calabria subduction zone (Jolivet et al., 2021; Suckale et al., 2009), 

the Aegean and Anatolia regions (Rob Govers & Fichtner, 2016; Jolivet et al., 2015), 

the Central America subduction zone (Carciumaru et al., 2020; Dougherty & Clayton, 

2014; Stubailo et al., 2012; Thorkelson, 1996), the South American subduction zone 

(Pesicek et al., 2012; Rosenbaum et al., 2008; Vargas & Mann, 2013), the Caribbean 



subduction zone (Meighan et al., 2013), and the Kamchatka subduction zone (Levin et 

al., 2002). 

 

Figure 1. Global distribution of vertical plate tearing in the present-day oceanic 
subduction zones. (a) The stars on the map and the cartoons above or below show each case's 
position and deep structure. Red stars represent tearing involving transform-fault subduction, 
and green stars involve other factors (e.g., ocean-continent transform zone, ridge subduction). 
The cartoons are shown for ‘ala’ and ‘kam’ due to the lack of relevant data. The references for 
these subduction zones are: Central America (cam-2): Carciumaru et al., 2020; Dougherty and 
Clayton, 2014; Kamchatka (kam): Levin et al., 2002; Caribbean (car): Meighan et al., 2013;  
Izu-Bonin  (izu): Miller et al., 2006; South America (sam-1): Pesicek et al., 2012; Central 
America (cam-1): Stubailo et al., 2012; Calabria (cal): Suckale et al., 2009; South America 
(sam-2): Vargas and Mann, 2013; Alaska (ala): Yang and Gao, 2020. The identifications of 
slab-1 and slab-2 are defined as follows: slab-1 is the slab that would arrive and contact the 



trench earlier, whereas slab-2 would do it later.  The vertical color bar represents the age of the 
oceanic lithosphere, and the horizontal color bar is the magnitude of the angle between 
horizontal plate velocity and the direction perpendicular to the trench. The angle sign is coded-
indicated by the numbers after the second hyphen, the first number corresponds to the left-side 
slab when standing above the subduction zone and looking toward the continent, and the second 
indicates the right-side slab. The arrows indicate the plate velocity in the hot spot reference 
frame (Becker et al., 2015). The data on the subduction zone, seafloor age, and color bar are 
referred to (Hayes et al., 2018), (Müller et al., 2008), and (Crameri, 2021), respectively. (b) 
Cartoons illustrate the two typical slab vertical tearing patterns (Rosenbaum et al., 2008).   
 

 Slab quasi-vertically-oriented tears (and frequently sub-vertically propagating) 

within the mantle generally require along-strike physical variations (such as gradients 

in morphology, forces, material properties, etc.), with several mechanisms being 

proposed: non-uniform rollback due to lateral temperature and age differences in 

subducting plates or step faulting at the edges of active margins (Burkett & Billen, 2010; 

R. Govers & Wortel, 2005), opposite rotation of slab segments (Gianni et al., 2019), 

oceanic/continental plate transition along-trench (Li et al., 2013; Magni et al., 2014; 

Pusok et al., 2018), subduction of spreading ridges (Burkett & Billen, 2010), and 

perhaps finally, variable orientations of passive margins (Fernández-García et al., 2019). 

Therefore, various factors can affect the specific subduction mode, with slabs 

undergoing translation, rotation, and deformation during the sinking, with tearing being 

an extreme case of slab deformation involving topological changes. Due to this 

complexity, in this study, we would narrow our focus to the scenarios where the oblique 

subduction of transform-faulted slabs develops.  

As proposed in previous studies, due to the contrasting seafloor ages (and mechanical 

properties) across a transform fault, the vertical tearing of transform-faulted oceanic 

plate likely happens (Burkett & Billen, 2010). In addition, we consider the horizontal 

obliqueness of the subduction direction with respect to the trench as playing a key role 

in combination with the transform-fault age contrasts.  

In this study, by systematically conducting 3D time-dependent numerical modeling 

to investigate the effects of the two factors for vertical oceanic-plate tearing, we will 

summarize the key conditions for different observed patterns for vertical slab (Figure 1 



and Table 1) tearing and use a scaling method to reveal the controlling variables behind 

them.  

We hope this work will improve our understanding of these “abstract” systems, but 

also our understanding of real-Earth systems that comprise geological/physical 

ingredients of this kind; and to help us for example, when attempting to infer the pre-

subduction obliqueness angle of a subducted plate that may lack hotspot-track 

constraints, and also to improve the accuracy of plate reconstructions.  

 
  



Table 1. Parameters of the natural subduction zones with slab tearing a. 

Symbol 
(subduction zone) 

Name of the 
fracture zone b 

Oblique 
convergence 

angle 

Age of Slab-1  
(t1, Ma) 

Age of Slab-2 
 (t2, Ma) 

cam-1 
(Central America) Tehuantepec 12.6° 23.6 14.3 

cam-2 
(Central America) Orozco 17.2° 12.7 4.7 

sam-1 
(South America) Mocha 32.8° 24.6 35.3 

sam-2 
(South America) ——b 40.6° 12.7 10.9 

Izu 
(Izu-Bonin) ——b 42.7° 156.0 150.8 

cal 
(Calabria) Kephalonia b 22.9° 247.2 245.3 

car 
(Caribbean) —— 70.2° 88.7 115.4 

ala 
(Alaska) 

Between the 
Pacific plate 

and the 
Yakutat plate 

15.8° 34.0 38.2 

kam 
(Kamchatka-Kuril) —— 22.7° 111.9 110.2 

a The slabs convergence angle and lithospheric ages use the averaged values within 300 km of 
both sides of the corresponding symbol sites on the map (Figure 1). b Other types of subduction 
tectonic environments are distinguished by green stars (Figure 1), e.g., ocean-continent 
transform zone, ridge subduction. 

  



2. Model setup 

We use the finite-element software ASPECT (version 2.3.0) to solve the 

incompressible Stokes’ viscous flow equations (1-2) coupled with thermal advection-

diffusion equation (3) velocity u, pressure p, temperature T (Bangerth et al., 2021; 

Glerum et al., 2018). Equation (4) describes the evolution of additional (compositional) 

fields transported along with the velocity field u, without diffusion. For the Stokes' flow 

equation, we employ the Taylor-Hood spatial element. 

−∇ ∙ �2𝜂𝜂�𝜀𝜀(𝒖𝒖)��+ 𝛻𝛻𝛻𝛻 = 𝜌𝜌𝒈𝒈 (1) 

𝛻𝛻 ∙ 𝒖𝒖 = 0 (2) 

𝜌𝜌𝐶𝐶𝑝𝑝 �
𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕
𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕

+ 𝒖𝒖 ∙ 𝛻𝛻𝜕𝜕� − 𝛻𝛻 ∙ 𝑘𝑘𝛻𝛻𝜕𝜕 = 0 (3) 

𝜕𝜕𝑐𝑐𝑖𝑖
𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕

+ 𝒖𝒖 ∙ 𝛻𝛻𝑐𝑐𝑖𝑖 = 0 (4) 

where 𝑐𝑐𝑖𝑖 is the i-th compositional field that defines and tracks subsets of distinct 

chemical compositions and properties,  𝜀𝜀(𝑢𝑢) = 1
2

(𝛻𝛻𝑢𝑢 + 𝛻𝛻𝑢𝑢𝑇𝑇) is the linear strain rate, η, ρ, 

Cp and k are the fluid’s shear viscosity, mass-density, specific isobaric heat capacity and 

thermal conductivity, respectively; and g is the gravitational acceleration.  

A 3D Cartesian model box with spatial dimensions of 2500 km×3000 km×660 km 

is used. Figure 2 shows the initial model configuration demonstrated in composition, 

including a partially-subducted oceanic lithosphere: two slabs separated by a weak 

transform fault-zone in the middle, a continental lithosphere as the overriding plate, and 

two side plates (Figure 2a). Although these denominations may conflict with previous 

studies, this will be, for the sake of cleanliness, our formal language-terminology from 

this point onward in this article: our model has one single oceanic plate or lithosphere, 

separated in two slabs by the transform-fault zone. 

The width of the weak transform fault-zone is 30 km, and its thickness is consistent 

with that of the thicker lithosphere on both sides. A low-viscosity oceanic crust defines 

the uppermost part of the subducting lithosphere (slabs), and act as a weak contact zone 

with the overriding continental plate. The initial vertical dip angle of the subducting 

slabs is fixed at 30°. The subducting oceanic plate is decoupled from the side plates by 



applying two side faults, as shown in Figure 2b. In contrast to the central plate, which 

is 10 km from the left boundary and undergoes free subduction, no subducting slab is 

prescribed for the side plates (Figure 2d). 

 

Figure 2. Initial condition model setup. (a) 3D oblique view of the model structure with the 
subducting (cyan) and overriding (brown) plates. (b) View from above. The oceanic 
lithosphere's weak central region (transform fault zone) is 30 km wide and separates the plate 
in two distinct slabs. The two fundamental coordinate systems are shown, with trench -
perpendicular (X) and -parallel (Y) axes, and transform-fault -parallel (TF//) and -perpendicular 
(TF⊥) axes. (c) The initial composition of the oceanic lithosphere (blue) and vertical slices of 

density (red). (d) The vertical cross-sections on the lateral edges of subducting lithosphere and 
adjacent plate slice lithosphere. The initial dip angle of the subducting slab is α =30° (vertical 
angle, same value for all the models). The horizontal angle θ parameterizes the horizontally-
oblique subduction. The length of the shortest subducted slab segment is 100 km (in slab-2) 
and increases gradually to the other side (slab-1). 

 

The half-space cooling model is used to calculate the oceanic plate's initial-condition 

thermal-age thickness as ℎ ≈ 2.32√𝜅𝜅𝜕𝜕  (ℎ𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 = 100𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘 ) (Turcotte & Schubert, 2002), 

where k is thermal diffusivity, and t is seafloor age. In this sense, the thickness ratio 

between slabs 1 and 2, i.e., h1/h2, is dynamically similar to the square root of the ratio 

of lithospheric ages �𝜕𝜕1 𝜕𝜕2⁄ . The ocean plate's initial (unsubducted) maximum thickness 

is limited to 100 km, consistent with thermo-rheological observations (Schubert et al., 



2001). The model-box’s top and bottom boundary temperatures are fixed at 293 °K and 

1775 °K (calculated using the mantle adiabatic thermal gradient), respectively.  

 

Our representation assumes the oceanic-plate as a numerical compositional field, 

with two distinct variable-thickness domains, layers or slabs whose initial-condition 

upper and lower surfaces (and thicknesses) are defined by two isothermal surfaces of 

the half-space cooling model (whose maximum depth depends on the horizontal 

transform-fault-parallel coordinate as previously indicated). The slabs’ density and 

viscosity are assumed to remain constant (this is a major simplification: these model-

variables do not depend on pressure, temperature, or strain rate) with well-established 

values (Table 2), thermal expansion coefficient is assumed null and thermal 

conductivity is fixed. This simplification is only a first-order approximation which 

allows faster computations. In the mantle domain, an adiabatic temperature profile is 

applied as initial condition.  

Our model slabs can change their thickness as they evolve in time, but solely by 

virtue of divergence-free flow advection and deformation (they can thicken/thin if their 

perpendicular area decreases/increases), a dynamical consequence of 3D-time-

dependent velocity field. The thermal field spatio-temporally evolves and its coldest 

regions fairly approximate the compositional slabs (especially at early times given 

slow-enough thermal diffusion), and this provides additional supporting information on 

the system (later on used in two of our figures).   

The velocity field boundary conditions (at all times) are of tangential flow boundary, 

i.e. free-slip (zero shear stress) and no-flow-through (zero normal velocity), on all the 

model-box surface boundaries except for that at the bottom: the lower boundary is fixed 

(3D zero velocity vector) and intended to simulate the effect of the 660 km phase-

transition interface. 

Finally, the computational grid is adaptively refined five times until its smaller cell 

reaches a minimum size of 6.51 km×6.25 km×6.88 km, and the coarsest cell size is 8 

times larger. The maximum number of cells is ~3×105 and the number of unknowns is 

~8×107. Usually, it takes 24 to 48 hours for each model, running with 220 computing 



cores, to simulate a geological time of about 30 Myr. 

 

Table 2. Material properties of the numerical models a. 

Compositional units Density(kg·m-3) b Viscosity(Pa·s) 

Underlying upper mantle 3300 1.4 × 1020 

Oceanic crust 3390 2.8 × 1020 

Oceanic lithospheric mantle 3390 1.4 × 1023 

Continental crust 2800 1.4 × 1024 

Continental lithospheric mantle 3390 1.4 × 1023 

Transform-fault zone 3390 7.0 × 1020 

Side faults 3390 7.0 × 1020 

Crust of side plates 3350 2.8 × 1020 

Lithospheric mantle of side plates 3390 1.4 × 1023 

a Other parameter values: Reference temperature = 293 °K; heat capacity = 1250 J/kg/°K; 
thermal conductivity = 4 W/m/°K; thermal expansion coefficient = 0. 
b The value of density implicitly includes the thermal-effect dependence. 

 

3. Results 

A total of 69 experiments/simulations are conducted with different relevant  

combinations of oceanic lithosphere’s (i) horizontal-obliqueness angles and (ii) slabs 

age offset. To quantify the size of the tear width, we visualized and post-processed the 

output data in ParaView, specifically by selecting horizontal slices of the oceanic 

lithosphere at various times and depths and measuring the horizontal vector distance 

between the two slabs (Figure 3). 

 

3.1. Tested conditions for vertical slab tearing 

In our simulations, the slabs’ tearing process can be separated, before and after, by 

the event of slab 1 reaching the 660 km depth (as mapped by the oceanic-lithosphere 

compositional field (in Aspect software) value >0.5 within 15 km from such depth). In 

particular, for our reference model (t1=33 Myr, t2=27 Myr, θ=20°; abbreviated as 



3327_20), we show snapshots of its evolution in Figure 3a by isolating temperatures 

≤1380 °K, so the sinking slabs appear bounded by isothermal surfaces (with the hotter 

ambient mantle made invisible).  

Using ASPECT-software compositional fields, for all the simulations, we isolate the 

slabs from the embedding ambient mantle (as for the reference simulation in Figure 3b), 

and then we measure the tear horizontal-widths at different depths in both time-stages 

(as in Figure 3b).  

As can be seen from the white contour lines (depths: 100-200-300-400 km) in 

Figure 3a, vertical tearing can occur at deep locations (>200 km depth). As the 

subduction progresses, the finite-width tear gradually (after 12 Myr) expands and 

vertically-propagates to the shallow part (~100 km). After slab 1's tip arrives at the box 

bottom, its sinking velocity decreases, contributing to the increase in tearing width 

(Figure 3) at intermediate depths. After identifying the 660 km-depth contact event of 

slab 1, we select two sampling times: 2 Myr before and 2 Myr after the event. At each 

one of those times, we take the maximum value of tearing width dmax over the different 

depths for the subsequent determination of the tearing conditions (as in Figure 3b). 

Figure 4 displays the tearing judgments/decision array of the full set of numerical 

experiments. 

 



 

Figure 3. (a) Oblique view: Reference model evolution shown by isolating temperatures 
≤1380 °K (so the slabs are visible approximately as an isothermal surface, and at shallow depths 
a thermal gradient is visible). Model parameters: oceanic-lithosphere slab ages t1 = 33 Ma, t2 = 
27 Ma; horizontal obliqueness θ=20°. (b) View from above: Definition and quantification of 
slabs tearing at different depths (100-200-300-400 km), with the variable "d" being the time-
dependent horizontal vector distance (of magnitude ‘width’) of slabs’ tearing window. The 
vector-components ratio "dx/dy" and the oblique-convergence angle θ are used to characterize 



the slabs’ tearing patterns as explained in subsection 3.2 and 4.3.  

 

 



Figure 4. Check-box diagrams for the models’ tested conditions. Angle means the horizontal 
obliqueness angle in the systems. The arithmetic-mean lithospheric age of slabs 1 and 2, 
((t1+t2)/2), is 15 Myr (a), 30 Myr (b), and 60 Myr (c), respectively, defining the rows of the 
array plot. A slab reaching the 660 km-depth event defines the columns of the array plot: stage 
1 (before) and stage 2 (after). The category of slab-tearing discrimination: Colors indicate the 
geometric state of slab tearing at each particular time-stage (at 1 (left) and at 2 (right)), as Red: 
maximum tearing width dmax<50 km, yellow: dmax: 50-100 km, green: dmax>100 km. Symbol 
shapes indicate the situation integrated through both time-stages: If at any of the two stages the 
tearing width is <50 km, the model is classified as “no tearing” (triangles), and if >100 km the 
model is “tearing” (circles), while cases in between are transitional modes (rectangles). These 
symbol shapes are necessary for the subsequent figures of this article. 

 

Each one of the three major rows on the diagram in Figure 4 summarizes the results 

of simulations with the same arithmetic-mean age 𝑡𝑡1+𝑡𝑡2
2

 of the plates separated by the 

transform fault. To classify each simulation, we use relative age ratio rather than age 

difference as a way to avoid discussing parameters that deviate far from nature, i.e., 

𝜕𝜕1 − 𝜕𝜕2 = 𝜕𝜕1 �1 − 𝑡𝑡2
𝑡𝑡1
� , For the same age ratio, a younger mean age suggests a smaller 

absolute age difference.  For any given mean age, significant oceanic-plate tearing is 

favored by a large obliqueness angle and/or by older slab-1 age relative to slab-2. Most 

models fail to tear without horizontal obliqueness of the subduction (angle θ=0°) except 

for medium-aged plates with substantial age differences.  

In particular, due to thin slabs, Model 1 (1318_20) in the low mean absolute age 

group (15 Myr) exhibits lateral break-off, increasing tearing width.  At 60 Myr-30° and 

60 Myr-40°, the tearing width does not increase beyond a certain extent before slab 1 

reaches the bottom, so its tearing width is small during stage 1. In cross-sectional 

comparison, we find that the tearing area is larger in stage 2 than in stage 1, especially 

the 60 Myr group changes from yellow to green color code. In the vertical comparison, 

we found that the tear area increases and then decreases with increasing mean age, 

which will be further analyzed in the subsequent discussion. 

In conclusion, our simulations suggest that for any values of obliquity, the subducting 

plates tear for age ratios less than 0.6, meaning that an older-thicker slab-1 entering the 



trench first, then sinking first and faster, progressively tears off from slab-2. 

Furthermore, regardless of the transform-fault age ratios, all the plates tear at horizontal 

obliqueness greater than 30°. This latter behavior is certainly an effect of the contact 

surface forces exerted by the overriding (continental) plate on forcing the bending of 

an obliquely-subducting slab-1 first and then later on slab-2. The larger the horizontal-

obliqueness angle, the larger the difference between the slabs’ subducted areas 

(especially during the early stages of the process) and the more intensive and extensive 

the strain of the weak fault zone between the slabs. Finally, as crucial reference cases, 

we must note the case when the horizontal-obliqueness θ = 0° and simultaneously slabs’ 

age-ratio=1, meaning two identical slabs separated by a weak zone and converging 

perpendicular to the trench. Those simulations show tearing displacements that when 

existing and being measurable at all, have values dmax < 50-75 km, meaning that tearing 

almost does not occur (symbolized as triangles, in red and yellow in Figure 4).  

 

3.2. Patterns of vertical slab tearing 

In this study, we consider the horizontal distance vector of tearing displacement 

between the slabs: d = dx ex + dy ey, measured at depth in their vertical portions inside 

the ambient mantle. 

The maximum tearing width (displacement magnitude) over different depths of the 

subducting plate (depths: 100-200-300-400 km) is used to indicate whether tearing 

occurs (summarized in Figure 4). In addition, the ratio of the tearing vector components 

in the transform-fault-based system (given an obliqueness angle θ, see Figures 2 and 3 

for definitions) is employed to characterize the tearing patterns. We project the tearing 

distance-vector components dx and dy (referred to trench perpendicular-and-parallel 

coordinates, respectively) onto the initial horizontally-oblique-convergence direction 

and its normal direction (i.e., onto the coordinate system defined by the transform-fault 

direction and its perpendicular), respectively, to obtain the fault-parallel 𝑑𝑑𝑓𝑓𝑚𝑚𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑡𝑡 /⁄   and 

fault-perpendicular- 𝑑𝑑𝑓𝑓𝑚𝑚𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑡𝑡⊥ tearing components. We obtain: 



𝑑𝑑𝑓𝑓𝑚𝑚𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑡𝑡 /⁄

𝑑𝑑𝑓𝑓𝑚𝑚𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑡𝑡⊥
=

𝑑𝑑𝑚𝑚𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 + 𝑑𝑑𝑦𝑦𝑐𝑐𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑐𝑐
−𝑑𝑑𝑚𝑚𝑐𝑐𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑐𝑐 + 𝑑𝑑𝑦𝑦𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐

=

𝑑𝑑𝑚𝑚
𝑑𝑑𝑦𝑦

+ 𝜕𝜕𝑡𝑡𝑠𝑠𝑐𝑐

1 − 𝑑𝑑𝑚𝑚
𝑑𝑑𝑦𝑦

𝜕𝜕𝑡𝑡𝑠𝑠𝑐𝑐
(5). 

When |𝑑𝑑𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓 /⁄

𝑑𝑑𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓⊥
| >1.3, the tearing pattern is defined as fault-parallel tearing (related to 

slabs’ differential hinge retreat or rollback) (Figure 5). In contrast with |𝑑𝑑𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓 /⁄

𝑑𝑑𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓⊥
| <0.7, the 

pattern is defined as fault-perpendicular tearing, in which the along-slabs-hinge-axis 

tearing dominates. A transitional-intermediate mode is defined as between (0.7-1.3).  

Specifically, at each desired time, we take the average (arithmetic mean) value of the 

aforementioned ratio at the different depths and consider that average for the subsequent 

determination of the tearing pattern (Figure 3b and Figure 5). 

 



 
Figure 5. Check-box diagrams for the tearing patterns on time-stages 1 (left) and 2 (right). 
Angle means the horizontal-obliqueness angle. The arithmetic-mean lithospheric age of slabs 1 



and 2, ((t1+t2)/2), is 15 Myr (a), 30 Myr (b), and 60 Myr (c), respectively. The category of slabs 
tearing pattern, depending on the ratio "|𝑑𝑑𝑓𝑓𝑚𝑚𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑡𝑡 /⁄ 𝑑𝑑𝑓𝑓𝑚𝑚𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑡𝑡⊥⁄ |". Orange: If |𝑑𝑑𝑓𝑓𝑚𝑚𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑡𝑡 /⁄ 𝑑𝑑𝑓𝑓𝑚𝑚𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑡𝑡⊥⁄ | < 0.7, 
the pattern is defined as fault-perpendicular tearing. Blue: In contrast with |𝑑𝑑𝑓𝑓𝑚𝑚𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑡𝑡 /⁄ 𝑑𝑑𝑓𝑓𝑚𝑚𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑡𝑡⊥⁄ | > 

1.3, the pattern is defined as fault-parallel tearing. Gray: A transition-hybrid mode is 0.7-1.3. 
The definition of symbol shapes is the same as in Figure 4. Each age-group stage-2 simulations 
enclosed by dashed-line squares are used in figures 6 and 7. 

 

 

Figure 6. Example models illustrating the three different slab tearing patterns 
(determined by the ratio of tearing horizontal-displacement components). End-member 
cartoons are provided for illustration. These three particular example simulations (signaled by 
dashed squares in Figures 5a,b,c), while differing only in their slabs’ mean age, all have age 
ratios of about ~0.8 and obliqueness-angle θ=30°.   

  

 Plate-motion horizontal obliquity influences the fault-parallel and also the 

transverse/fault-perpendicular direction of forces and resulting tearing displacements.  

However, it seems dominant only in young slabs, such as the region less than 40° in the 

15 Myr group in Figure 5. On the other hand, large absolute age differences generally 

result in large sinking velocity differences that project in the convergence direction, 

such as the region θ ~> 20° and t2/t1 ~< 0.6 (bottom left corner) in the 60 Myr group in 

Figure 5.   

As shown by Figure 6, considering older slabs at the initial condition, with mean 

ages from 15 to 30 to 60 Myr, fault-perpendicular tearing patterns tend to disappear 

(occurring only in some cases), meaning that it is mostly a young-age tearing behavior. 

On the other hand, fault-parallel manifests commonly-extensively only for old slabs 

with a mean age of 60 Myr, with only one exception at a mean age of 30 Myr. 

Figure 7 shows the evolution of the typical models of the two tearing patterns, 



simulation 1713_30 for fault-perpendicular tearing and simulation 6753_30 for fault-

parallel tearing. The larger mean age/thickness enhances the differential retreat of the 

two slabs in the convergence direction, causing the vertical tearing (while inside the 

mantle) pattern to be dominated by fault-parallel tearing (Figures 7 a,d). In fact, at old 

slab ages (such as 60 Myr), the same age ratios as in the other age groups are attained 

with larger absolute-age differences, and these latter ones imply larger absolute sinking-

and-subduction velocity differences (see subsection 4.1). Therefore, old-age slabs tend 

to favor differential slabs’ retreat and fault-parallel tearing (Figure 5). Additionally, the 

distance from the trench to the 90° slab-dip angle position, called the bending length lb, 

varies between the two differentially-retreating slabs and with time evolution, and this 

will be further analyzed in the subsequent discussion section (Figures 7 b,c).  

 



 



Figure 7. Evolution of the two case simulations that exemplify the two tearing patterns, singled out and indicated by dashed-line squares in Figure 5. 
Panels (a) and (d): View from above, thermal contour (yellow, the legend is the same as Figure 3) and viscosity (green) structure (Table 2) at 150 km depth. 
Small black arrows: ambient-mantle velocity vector field. Black oblique line:  All-time slabs’ prescribed horizontal convergence direction. The red line at fixed 
abscissa x: initial trench-line position. Panels (b) and (c): Oblique views, oceanic lithosphere (light blue) and transform fault (dark blue) as compositional fields. 
Additionally, 2D vertical slices of the overriding-continental plate’s mass-density field are shown (plum-red colors and density values specified in Table 2).



 
4. Discussions 

4.1. Analytical study of the slab tearing dynamics 

In order to understand how the various controlling factors operate in our simulations 

and to enhance the verifiability of the model results, we utilize scaling similarity theory 

and available analytical-numerical studies. 

We hypothesize that the horizontal width (d) of the tearing window is correlated to 

the difference in subduction velocity Δv between the two slabs separated by a transform 

fault. In a 2D subduction model, the oceanic slab is primarily subjected to (i) 

downward-buoyancy force δρ·g·h·l per unit length (with δρ density anomaly, g gravity 

acceleration, h the oceanic plate thickness, and l the slab tip-length along convergence 

direction), (ii) surrounding mantle resistance F1 along the tangential direction of the 

slab ηmantle·v (where v is the plate speed, ηmantle the ambient-mantle viscosity), and (iii) 

unbending resistance F2 perpendicular to the slab ηplate·v·h3/lb3, where ηplate is the 

oceanic-plate viscosity, lb is the bending length from the slab tip to the unbending place 

behind the hinge point (similar to the previous description of Figure 7 (Li & Ribe, 2012; 

Ribe, 2001) (Figure 8c). Then we take the one-slab tangential velocity 𝑣𝑣2𝐷𝐷 =

𝛿𝛿𝛿𝛿∙𝑔𝑔
𝜂𝜂𝑚𝑚𝑓𝑓𝑚𝑚𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑚𝑚

𝑐𝑐𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 ⋅ ℎ ⋅ 𝑙𝑙 (in an idealized, terminal steady-state scenario where the slab, driven 

by the downward-buoyancy force, is ‘gliding’ inside the viscous mantle) along the slab 

subduction direction, as the major component that defines the tangential velocity 

difference Δv between slabs, yielding 

∆𝑣𝑣 =
𝛿𝛿𝜌𝜌 ∙ 𝑔𝑔 ∗ 𝑐𝑐𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠

𝜂𝜂𝑘𝑘𝑡𝑡𝑠𝑠𝜕𝜕𝑙𝑙𝑚𝑚
(ℎ1𝑙𝑙1 − ℎ2𝑙𝑙2) (6) 

where α is the subduction dip (vertical) angle. 

We assume that at the initial-condition of the subduction zone, in each one of the two 

slabs subducted portions (Figure 2), their thicknesses h1 and h2 remain constant. Then 

in this initial configuration and due to horizontal obliqueness, the initial slabs 

subducted-length l varies along the trench direction (y-direction) following 𝑙𝑙(𝑦𝑦, 𝑐𝑐) =

𝑐𝑐+𝑦𝑦∙𝑡𝑡𝑚𝑚𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡
𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐

 , with 𝑙𝑙𝑚𝑚𝑖𝑖𝑡𝑡 = 𝑐𝑐
𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐

, 𝑙𝑙𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 = 𝑐𝑐+2𝑤𝑤∙𝑡𝑡𝑚𝑚𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡
𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐

, where c is fixed at 100 km (Figure 2b). Then 

we get 𝑣𝑣3𝐷𝐷 = ∫ 𝑣𝑣𝑑𝑑𝑦𝑦/𝑤𝑤
0 ∫ 1𝑑𝑑𝑦𝑦𝑤𝑤

0 , as the spatial-average velocity of the entire slab tip, with 



w the horizontal span of the slab along the trench axis.  

So, 𝑣𝑣3𝐷𝐷,1 = 𝛿𝛿𝜌𝜌∙𝑔𝑔𝑐𝑐𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠

𝜂𝜂𝑘𝑘𝑡𝑡𝑠𝑠𝜕𝜕𝑙𝑙𝑚𝑚
∫ ℎ1𝑙𝑙(𝑦𝑦)𝑑𝑑𝑦𝑦/2𝑤𝑤
𝑤𝑤 ∫ 1𝑑𝑑𝑦𝑦2𝑤𝑤

𝑤𝑤 , 𝑣𝑣3𝐷𝐷,2 = 𝛿𝛿𝜌𝜌∙𝑔𝑔𝑐𝑐𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠

𝜂𝜂𝑘𝑘𝑡𝑡𝑠𝑠𝜕𝜕𝑙𝑙𝑚𝑚
∫ ℎ2𝑙𝑙(𝑦𝑦)𝑑𝑑𝑦𝑦/𝑤𝑤
0 ∫ 1𝑑𝑑𝑦𝑦𝑤𝑤

0 .  

Then, the simple-theoretical spatial-average velocity difference between slabs is 

obtained as ∆𝑣𝑣3𝐷𝐷 = 𝑣𝑣3𝐷𝐷,1 − 𝑣𝑣3𝐷𝐷,2 = 𝛿𝛿𝛿𝛿∙𝑔𝑔𝑐𝑐𝑖𝑖𝑡𝑡𝑐𝑐
𝜂𝜂𝑚𝑚𝑓𝑓𝑚𝑚𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑚𝑚

∙ 1
2𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐

∙ [2𝑐𝑐(ℎ1 − ℎ2) + (3ℎ1 − ℎ2)𝑤𝑤tanθ] =

𝛿𝛿𝛿𝛿∙𝑔𝑔∙𝑏𝑏∙𝑡𝑡𝑚𝑚𝑡𝑡𝑐𝑐
2𝜂𝜂𝑚𝑚𝑓𝑓𝑚𝑚𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑚𝑚

∙ �2 𝑐𝑐
𝑏𝑏
�h1
ℎ2
− 1� + �3 h1

ℎ2
− 1� 𝑐𝑐𝑖𝑖𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡
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2𝜂𝜂𝑚𝑚𝑓𝑓𝑚𝑚𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑚𝑚

 (the unit is 

s-1) is a functional factor composed of several dynamic parameters kept constant in each 

model simulation for simplicity, b=w/cosθ is the fixed slab width (Figure 2b), and the 

functional factor 𝐶𝐶 = 2 𝑐𝑐
𝑏𝑏
��𝑡𝑡1
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(𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑡𝑡)2  considers the geometrical 

parameters reflecting the horizontally-oblique subduction effects, with the ratios of the 

square root of time representing ratios of thermal-age thicknesses, as ℎ ≈ 2.32√𝜅𝜅𝜕𝜕 gives 

each oceanic slab thickness h versus its seafloor age t.  

 Following the logic of the unbending-resistance form ηplate·v·h3/lb3, in order to find 

the correlation between the model-output computed tearing distance d and the 

theoretical underlying controlling factors for the velocity difference Δv, we consider an 

additional multiplying variable factor f in the former simple-theoretical expression. f is 

a dimensionless parameter representing additional effects on Δv, such as unbending 

resistance along the slab-normal direction, differences between the two slabs’ bending-

sinking lengths and thicknesses, viscosity and width of the weak zone (transform fault), 

etc.; all of which depend on time as the sinking process evolves. 

 Therefore the original dimensional expression k·C·h is expanded, upgraded and 

refined to k·C·h·f . In this way, the dimensionless parameter f should accommodate for 

the aforementioned additional effects, and we use trial expressions of the form 𝑓𝑓 ≈

�ℎ2
ℎ1
�
𝑡𝑡 𝑓𝑓𝑏𝑏1
𝑓𝑓𝑏𝑏2

 to represent and account for them.  

We used a set of fixed times (10 Myr, 14 Myr, 20 Myr) and depth range (100-400 

km) to compare and correlate the tearing horizontal-width d with the spatial-average 

velocity difference Δv between slabs (brought by analytical scaling theory), and the 

results are shown in Figures 8-11. The figures are plotted for respective absolute mean 

ages of plates at {15, 30, 60} Myr and all of them together.  



Upon constructing the correlations shown in Figures 8-11 and Table 3, we have 

removed four simulations from the data set, specifically simulations 1318_30, 1318_40, 

1515_20, and 1515_30. This was done because these particular young “ultra-thin” slabs 

broke off during the subduction process, so we cannot precisely measure the tearing 

width in these models. Simulation 4317_40 can greatly increase the correlation 

coefficient in a way we distrust, so we also discarded it.



 

Figure 8. (a) Snapshots of model 1911_20 (slabs reference ages t1=19 Myr, t2=11 Myr, mean age 15 Myr, and subduction obliqueness θ=20°) at 10, 14, and 20 
Myr of simulated time, showing the evolution of the oceanic lithosphere and the transform fault-zone tearing. The thin red curves on slabs are selected paths 
for geometry and tearing assessment computation (at 100, 200, 300, and 400 km depths). (b) The six different panels display trials on the functional forms of 
the slabs’ velocity difference (Δv/k = C·h·f ) depending on evolution time (large horizontal axis) and depth (large vertical axis), and their correlation with the 
slabs’ horizontal tearing width (d). The correlation coefficient between tearing horizontal width (small vertical axis) and velocity difference controlling factor 
(small horizontal axis) is shown on each panel’s top-left corner. The control parameters are consistent within each one of the areas delimited by the red dashed 
slash. (c) The major forces analysis on the tip part of a two-dimensional subducting slab with slab thickness h, initial slab length l, and subduction dip angle α. 
These plots illustrate the search for the maximum correlation coefficient between the slabs’ tear horizontal width and the slabs-segments velocity difference by 
trying different functional forms of the latter. 



 

Figure 9. (a) Snapshots of particular model 3327_30 (slabs reference ages t1=33 Myr, t2=27 Myr, mean age 30 Myr, and subduction obliqueness θ=30°) at 10, 



14, and 20 Myr, showing the evolution of the oceanic lithosphere tearing. The thin red curves on slabs are selected slices for geometry and tearing assessment 
computation (at 100, 200, 300, and 400 km depth). (b) The nine different panels display the correlation between slabs tearing horizontal width (d) and the 
integrated controlling factor (Δv/k = C·h·f ).  Correlation coefficients (R2) are shown on the top-left corner of each panel. The control parameters are consistent 
within each one of the areas delimited by the red dashed line. 



 



Figure 10. (a) Snapshots of particular model 6753_20 (slabs reference ages t1=67 Myr, t2=53 Myr, mean age 60 Myr, and subduction obliqueness θ =20°) at 
10, 14, and 20 Myr, showing the evolution of the oceanic lithosphere tearing. The red curves on slabs are selected slices for geometry and tearing assessment 
computation. (b) The nine different panels display the correlation between slabs tearing horizontal width (d) and the integrated controlling factor (Δv/k = C·h·f ). 
Correlation coefficients (R2) are shown on the top-left corner of each panel. The control parameters are consistent within each one of the areas delimited by the 
red dashed lines.



 

  After a detailed analysis of our numerical experiments (Figures 8-10), we find that 

the tearing horizontal width d is sensibly and roughly proportional to the slabs’ velocity 

difference. Our hypothesis is reasonably confirmed. If we consider the “full” scaling 

form for the velocity difference Δv = k·C·h·(h2/h1)n, the correlation coefficient R2 is in 

the range of 0.76~0.97 (see Table 3) considering all depths and times, age groups and 

simulation cases. For comparison, if employing the much simpler “incomplete” scaling 

form Δv = k·C, the range of R2 is 0.69~0.96 for the same simulations cases as in the 

previous trial (see Table 3). Therefore, regarding the similarity between the two 

correlation-values intervals, it is inferred that the first-order governing factor is the 

oblique convergence given by the characteristic parameter C=C(θ), as defined in 

Equation 6. 

  



Table 3. Correlation between the slabs tearing horizontal width d and the “full” scaling 

form for the velocity difference (Δv = k ·C ·h ·f) at different times and depths. In 

parentheses: Correlation between d and the “incomplete” scaling form (Δv = k ·C). The 

range of {min, arithmetic mean, max} values of correlations R2 for the “full” and 

“incomplete” scaling forms are {0.76, 0.91, 0.97} and {0.69, 0.84, 0.96}, respectively. 

R2 (d, Δv ) 

Mean age:15 Myr 
10 Myr 14 Myr 20 Myr 

100 km 0.92 (0.92) 0.92 (0.84) 0.89 (0.80) 

200 km 0.76 (0.76) 0.96 (0.96) 0.91 (0.83) 

300 km —— —— —— 

400 km —— —— —— 

R2 (d, Δv ) 

Mean age:30 Myr 
10 Myr 14 Myr 20 Myr 

100 km 0.95 (0.93) 0.95 (0.95) 0.93 (0.93) 

200 km 0.97 (0.91) 0.94 (0.94) 0.96 (0.96) 

300 km 0.95 (0.95) 0.92 (0.92) —— 

400 km —— —— 0.95 (0.88) 

R2 (d, Δv ) 

Mean age:60 Myr 
10 Myr 14 Myr 20 Myr 

100 km 0.90 (0.81) 0.87 (0.87) 0.88 (0.82) 

200 km 0.96 (0.84) 0.86 (0.81) 0.88 (0.88) 

300 km 0.96 (0.86) 0.92 (0.86) —— 

400 km —— —— 0.86 (0.87) 

R2 (d, Δv ) 

All simulations 
10 Myr 14 Myr 20 Myr 

100 km 0.90 (0.76) 0.86 (0.77) 0.90 (0.69) 

200 km 0.91 (0.79) 0.90 (0.80) 0.91 (0.69) 



300 km 0.87 (0.71) 0.83 (0.74) —— 

400 km —— —— 0.86 (0.76) 

 

In particular, if we divide each group of time-depth diagrams along the diagonal 

line (Figures 8-10), the parameter changes can roughly reflect the tearing width 

evolution in different segments of the ocean plate. Most parameters remain consistent 

within each one of the areas delineated by the red slash, reflecting the previous 

deformation history inherited by the slab during most of the subduction. The variation 

of parameters in various intervals from the lower left to the upper right depicts the 

variation of governing factors with subduction, which is dependent on (h2/h1)n, like n = 

0→-1 in the 15 Myr-age group and n = 1→0→-1 in the 60 Myr-age group (Figures 8b, 

10b), and n = 0→-1 at 300-400 km depth in the 30 Myr-age group (Figure 9b).  

This overall reduced evolution represents the effect of unbending resistance F2 in 

various plate segments. The oceanic lithosphere subducted length l of slab-2 is 

obviously smaller than that of slab-1 during the early stages of subduction (well before 

the two slabs are dipping sub-vertically). The smaller l in slab-2, the stronger the 

unbending resistance and the apparently “stiffer” the slab. Accordingly, "stiffer" slab-2 

affects the change of tearing width when h=h2, n=1. The overall subduction dip angle 

(including that of slab-1) increases as slab-2 subducts, and the effects of F2 grow weaker 

at this point with h=hmean and n=0. Later on, with continued slabs sinking, there is the 

singular event of slab-1 reaching 660 km depth: slab-1 is subjected to a force at the 

bottom that resists bending. At this point, the velocity-difference Δv turns to be 

controlled by slab-1, with the exponent transitioning to n=-1. As for the variation of the 

specific value of n in different age groups (15, 30, 60 Myr), we believe it is f that is also 

correlated with lb1/lb2. The changes in bending length compensate for some of the 

changes in slabs’ thickness ratio. 

Finally, it can be seen that the controlling parameters change in the slabs deepest 

regions (400 km) on stage 2 (20 Myr) (Figure 9b, 10b). We think it is slab-1 here that 

is bent at the bottom of the model, that is associated with the folding pattern in the 30 



Myr-age group and the trench retreating pattern in the 60 Myr-age group (Figure 9a, 

10a) (Li & Ribe, 2012).



 



Figure 11.  The nine panels display the correlation between slabs tearing width (d) and the integrated controlling factor (Δv/k = C·h·f ) for all models. The 
correlation coefficients (R2) are shown in the top left corner of each panel. We find that an additional multiplication factor (h30/h60)p must be applied in the 60 
Myr mean-age simulations for the dv=k·C·h·f function-group to capture a certain influence of slabs thickness differences on tearing width, and in this way they 
fit in reasonably with the other age groups.



 

The comparison among the models with different mean slab ages indicates that the 

older slabs of 60 Myr generally have a narrower tearing window than the mid-age slabs 

with mean ages of 30 Myr (Figures 4, 11).  

Certainly, an additional multiplication factor (h30/h60)p must be applied in the 60 

Myr mean-age simulations to fit in with the other age groups at similar correlation 

levels (Figure 11). At old-plate ages (mean 60 Myr), the full scaling form Δv = k·C·h·f 

(with f = (h2/h1)n ) yields values that are too big (because h is big). Therefore, an 

additional post-factor <1 is needed to fit the observed values of d through the range of 

Δv values of the different simulations and to get similar correlation levels to those of 

the other age groups. 

Beyond this, we believe that the smaller values of tearing width in the 60 Myr than 

in the 30 Myr age group may be related to the difference in bending length (to measure 

the effect of bending length (lb1/lb2), we use the average slab-thickness ratio (h30/h60)p, 

which can be compared quantitatively) involving viscous dissipation, with older-thicker 

slabs offering higher viscous resistance to bending and retarding the development of 

the bending-length increase. The sequence of slabs-1,2 changing from small to large 

bending length is different when plate age-thicknesses are large (Figure 6). The 

apparently rheologically weaker slab-1 changes “earlier” in the plate-thickness sinking-

velocity parameter space than slab-2, increasing the tearing width from 15 Myr-age 

groups to 30 Myr-age groups and then decreasing (just to some extent) from 30 Myr-

age groups to 60 Myr-age groups. This effect is more apparent in the later phases of 

subduction and at larger depths, as shown by the change of p in Figure 11. This feature 

is also shown in the shift of the age ratio cut-off with absolute age in Figure 4.  

In summary, vertical oceanic-plate tearing is controlled by two dominant factors, (i) 

the subduction horizontal obliqueness: the larger the obliqueness angle, the larger the 

difference in the subducted area of the two slabs, the higher the likelihood for slabs 

tearing; (ii) the difference between the ages of the two slabs: tearing across/along the 

transform-fault zone is favored by older, heavier, thicker slab-1 relative to slab-2, as 

this configuration plays constructively with the obliqueness. The plate unbending 



resistance effect varies among the individual slabs thicknesses and also among the 

different subduction zones (in real Earth), but seems to only play a secondary role in 

tearing generation and development. 

 

4.2 On transform-fault-perpendicular tearing 

In subsection 3.2 we showed that tearing horizontal-displacement-components 

ratio, when expressed in the transform-fault-based coordinate frame can take diverse 

values far-from yet about 1. If dominated by fault-parallel component, we recall that 

slabs differential roll-back and differential hinge retreat is a relatively normal 

phenomenon in geosciences. Contrastingly, if dominated by fault-perpendicular 

component the slabs may be slightly separating inside the asthenosphere, parallel to 

their transversal/hinge axes. We will shed light on this hitherto yet-to-be-understood 

phenomenon. 

We already provided kinematical (visual displays of geometry versus time) 

evidence that this transform-fault-perpendicular tearing displacement can dominate the 

tearing, and that it manifests only for horizontal-obliqueness θ ≤ 30° and more 

frequently in young slabs (section 3.2, Figure 5). We shall now show some supporting 

dynamical evidence for this tearing behavior. 

Let’s consider X’ as the fault-parallel axis and Y’ the fault-perpendicular axis. 

Appendix figure S1 displays the viscous horizontal shear stress on the slabs surface for 

simulation 1713_30 (lithospheric ages t1 = 17 Ma, t2 =13 Ma; horizontal obliqueness θ 

= 30°) which exemplifies transform-fault-perpendicular tearing. The viscous horizontal 

shear stress σy’x’ is shown at 6 and 12 Myr of computed geological time. Given the 

horizontal-obliqueness angle θ = 30°, the relative motion between the slabs and the 

overriding continental plate, particularly the tangential/trench-parallel component, 

influences the local stress field on the surface of these bodies: the surface viscous 

friction imprinted by the relative motion dictates the shear stress. The effects of this 

shearing may not be equal on the two slabs regarding their different ages and subducted 

volumes versus time, and the interaction with the overriding plate may even be unsteady 

in time, resulting in an increasing separation between the slabs. 



Appendix figure S2 (in its left column) shows the viscous horizontal normal 

deviatoric stress on a 2D vertical slice along the transform-fault-zone central-axis for 

simulation 1713_30 exemplifying transform-fault-perpendicular tearing. The stress σy’y’ 

is shown at {4, 6, 8, 10, 12, 14} Myr of computed geological time. The normal 

deviatoric stress σy’y’ (left-side panel) inside the transform-fault-zone is extensive in-

and-around the subduction hinge (bent), and slightly compressive where the slabs are 

close to each other far from the trench in the horizontal portions; and this stress pattern 

changes only slightly during this particular subduction process. With time, the fault-

zone extensive stresses slightly oscillate in magnitude, meanwhile and incrementally, 

the slabs separate horizontally inside the ambient mantle (right-side panel). 

 

4.3 On the trench-based alternative tearing patterns  

In this study we opted to express the tearing horizontal-displacement vector in 

reference frames defined by the transform-fault-based system in each simulation, case 

by case depending on the horizontal-obliqueness angle. An interesting alternative is to 

use a universal (for all the simulations) reference frame, the one that defines the model-

box: we shall now express the tearing in the ‘universal’ trench-based system, with axes 

X (trench-perpendicular) and Y (trench-parallel) as in Figure 2. This is important as the 

overriding continental plate with its fixed trench, is a common single entity which all 

the different simulated systems have and interact with.  

In this ‘universal’ reference frame, the tearing displacement (dx,dy) is used to directly 

compute the magnitude of the tearing horizontal-components ratio |dx/dy| to 

characterize the tearing patterns. The values of this ratio tend to be <1 due to the 

horizontal obliqueness: when the angle θ>0° the “dy” component tends to be non-zero 

in most cases, but “dx” can be about zero in several cases. When the ratio is <0.5 trench-

parallel tearing dominates thoroughly and more than half of the simulations are 

represented, and when >1 the pattern is trench-perpendicular-dominated but only 1 (in 

stage 1) and 4 (in stage 2) out of 69 cases were found. 



 
Figure 12. Check-box diagrams for trench-based tearing patterns on time-stages 1 (left) 
and 2 (right). Angle means the slabs’ horizontal-obliqueness angle. The arithmetic-mean 
lithospheric age of plates 1 and 2, ((t1+t2)/2), is 15 Myr (a), 30 Myr (b), and 60 Myr (c), 
respectively. The category of slab trench-based tearing pattern, depending on the ratio 
"|𝑑𝑑x 𝑑𝑑𝑦𝑦⁄ |". Red-color tones: |𝑑𝑑x 𝑑𝑑𝑦𝑦⁄ | < 0.5, contrasting with Blue-color tones: |𝑑𝑑x 𝑑𝑑𝑦𝑦⁄ | ≥ 0.5. 



The trench-based coordinate frame is as shown in Figure 2: X axis (trench-perpendicular), Y 
axis (trench-parallel). The definition of symbol shapes is the same as in Figure 4. Black triangles 
are the no-tearing simulations. 
 

Particularly, when the subduction horizontal-obliqueness is zero, the two coordinate-

frames coincide, and fault-perpendicular equals trench-parallel. Indeed, observing 

Figures 5 and 12, we can confirm that for angle θ=0° all the simulations colored in 

orange in Figure 5 have a ratio<0.7 colored correspondingly in Figure 12, and the only 

simulation colored blue (ratio >1.3) in Figure 5 is correspondingly colored as >0.9 in 

Figure 12. For obliqueness θ>0°, the relationship between the patterns from the two 

coordinate-frames-descriptions is non-trivial, specifically it is non-linear and given by 

trigonometric projections. 

The overall tearing patterns in the trench-based system are the following: 

(i) Trench-parallel tearing is mostly a young-slabs at high horizontal-obliqueness 

phenomenon: There is a clear dominance of ratio values <0.5 (strong trench-parallel 

tearing displacement) for young-intermediate (15-30 Myr) ages, and being more 

prevalent for high obliqueness angles but virtually independent of transform-fault age 

ratios. Aside from this, for young slabs this pattern accentuates with temporal evolution, 

more prevalent and intense in stage 2 after one slab reaches the bottom; and only 

slightly more prevalent in late stage for the 60 Myr age group; however, the opposite 

occurs for mid-age slabs (pattern is more prevalent at early stage). 

(ii) The trench-perpendicular tearing-displacement component, being relatively 

smaller in general, becomes significant only for intermediate-old (30-60 Myr) ages and 

mostly low horizontal-obliqueness (for the transform-fault-parallel tearing to project 

effectively on that axis). The components-ratio becomes comparable or larger than unit 

(ratio ≳1) only in a few simulations (Figure 12). Also, trench-perpendicular tearing 

component becomes (excepting for two simulations) more important (prevalent and 

intense) in late times in stage 2, as an effect of one slab reaching the bottom and 

blocking the motion for some time.  

The evident dominance and prevalence of trench-parallel tearing (ratios<0.5), being 



common for young slabs’ mean ages and high obliqueness angles, is interpreted as: 

Young ages signify smaller sinking-velocity differences (constructively-combined with 

older slab-2 preventing excessive vertical separation, in the 15 Myr group only) 

combined with high obliqueness angles that signify higher trench-parallel relative 

velocities between slabs and trench, thus higher viscous trench-parallel shear stress on 

the contact. These conditions, of low vertical velocity-displacement difference between 

slabs, with high tangential forces on them, may favor the dominance of trench-parallel 

tearing. On the other hand, the manifestation of trench-perpendicular tearing is more 

complex, as it not only depends on the time stage, but perhaps on an obvious trade-off: 

similar constructive-tearing results for low age-ratio (relatively older slab-1) and high 

obliqueness angle, which can result in non-uniform (differential) rollback and smaller 

(delayed) bending-length of “apparently stiffer” plate 2, respectively. Finally, as seen 

in figure 12, the overall temporal change of patterns between stages 1 and 2 is due to 

one slab reaching the bottom, and the consequential difference in sinking-subducting 

style that ensues, which affects the slabs tearing displacement. 

 

4.4. Geological application 

As shown in Figure 13, examples of slab tearing of natural subduction zones are 

projected onto our model phase diagrams. Some cases (such as "Central America 

subduction zone (cam-1)" and "Alaska subduction zone (ala)") occur simultaneously in 

two mean-age groups, given our sparse and imprecise sampling of this variable. Except 

for the "Alaska (ala)" point, all the natural cases fall in our model-predicted regime 

where tearing occurs. The misfit of the "Alaska (ala)" case may be due to a secondary 

plate with different seafloor ages (Yang & Gao, 2020). Furthermore, because the 

horizontal-obliqueness angle of "Caribbean (car)" subduction is ≥60°, we have not 

carried out corresponding simulations considering the numerical stability problems 

they face. According to our analysis, the Aleutian slab window's low-velocity zone 

emplaced on a high oblique-convergence angle may undergo tearing due to slab-1 

bending enforced by the overriding plate (Bai et al., 2020). 



 



Figure 13. Comparisons between our numerical-model predictions on time-stage 2 (phase diagrams color-coded for tearing pattern and shape-coded for overall 
tearing occurrence) and natural subduction-zones observations (small black circles) along with their simplified observation-based interpreted structures 
(cartoons). The “Alaska (ala)” natural case falling in the predicted no-tearing zone may be affected by a secondary, so far unobserved, slab tear. In contrast, the 
“South America (sam-1 and sam-2) differential retreat” case with a fault-parallel pattern may be affected by a lateral break-off in the younger slab but also lack 
more detailed local observations. Colored diagram: the same as in Figure 5.  



 

We measured the tear widths observed in the literature. We projected the tearing 

widths onto the convergence (transform-fault-parallel) direction and its perpendicular 

direction, which were used to determine the corresponding vertical tearing patterns 

(Caribbean (car):(Meighan et al., 2013); South America (sam-1):(Pesicek et al., 2012); 

Central America (cam-1): (Stubailo et al., 2012); Central America (cam-2):(Carciumaru 

et al., 2020)) (Figure S3). Colored cartoons represent the tearing patterns in nature, and 

the tearing patterns predicted by the model are represented by colors in the phase 

diagram (Figure 13).  

We find that fault-perpendicular tearing manifests in "Central America (cam-2)", the 

transitional node manifests in "Central America (cam-1)", and fault-parallel tearing 

manifests in "Caribbean (car)" and "Izu-Bonin (izu)."  

The simulations do not fit the real "South America (sam-1 and sam-2)" tearing pattern, 

most likely due to the real plate being too thin and experiencing break-off during 

subduction, as shown in Figure 1 and Table 1, which increases the tearing width in the 

along-fault direction. According to our understanding, the vertical tearing pattern of 

"Kamchatka (kam)" is most likely fault-parallel tearing. 

In order to investigate whether our model can be applied to other types of subduction, 

such as "Calabria (cal)" involving ocean-continental transition zone, "Izu-Bonin (izu)" 

and "South America (sam-2)" involving ridge subduction, we performed six 

comparative experiments of oblique subduction with/without ocean-continental 

transition and oblique subduction with/without a ridge (Figure S4, S5). We find that a 

less-dense continental crust, as expected, causes flat subduction of the slab on that side, 

thus causing our transform-faulted oceanic slabs model to be inapplicable to the 

subduction of continental material.  For a ridge subduction case, as long as a weak zone 

exists in front of the ridge, the presence of this latter does not change the vertical tearing 

results/pattern of the forward slab, indicating that our model can be potentially applied 

to cases where a weak zone exists in front of the ridge (Figure S6). In addition, we find 

that when the oceanic ridge is at the front edge of the plate, and the weak zone is behind, 

its oblique subduction results in a pattern similar to the tearing pattern of the opposite 



rotation of slab segments (Gianni et al., 2019) (Figure S6). Details of oblique 

subduction of a ridge need to be studied further in dedicated future studies. 

  We also carried out additional simulations altering the viscosity of the weak 

transform-fault zone and found that a high-enough fault-zone viscosity can (in some 

cases) preclude and inhibit tearing. However, we must note that when slab-2 is not 

entirely subducted during the early stages of subduction evolution, the variable slab 

length 𝑙𝑙 along the trench generates transverse non-uniform slab "stiffness" (Li & Ribe, 

2012). In these cases, the deformation results in a continuous variation in subduction 

dip angle (Figure S7), like the imaging on the right side of "South America (sam-1)" 

(Figure 1).  

 

4.3. Model limitations 

Our model is simplified by having constant (yet adequate) density, viscosity, and 

thermal properties values. This was chosen to isolate the first-order controls on the slab 

tearing during transform-fault subduction. This simplification, also applied in order to 

facilitate the quantitative scaling analysis, may lead to some inaccuracies related to the 

following: 

 (1) The age difference between the two sides of the transform fault should lead to 

additional lateral variations in the oceanic plate's physical properties (e.g., viscosities). 

 (2) The viscosity and density should vary continuously with depth (pressure and 

temperature), particularly through and between lithospheric and asthenospheric mantle 

regions. 

(3) Additional complexities and effects on the sinking-tearing plate, i.e., more 

specific and refined forms of the post-factor function f, were not tried. 

(4) The obliqueness angle and age-ratio in the natural cases may have changed 

through time. Therefore, their values during the early stages of subduction (Myr ago) 

may differ from those observed at the present day. 

All the aforementioned neglected factors/processes can influence the slabs’ tearing 

vector (magnitude and direction) at all stages during subduction. However, we believe 

that the first-order controlling mechanisms are adequately represented in our study. 



 

5. Conclusions 

 Subduction horizontal obliqueness and slabs’ transform-fault age-offset play 

dominant first-order roles in the development and evolution of slabs tearing during the 

subduction of such complex systems. The viscous unbending resistance varies among 

the two subducting slabs during the subduction process, and also varies among different 

subduction zones, yet it seems to only have a secondary role in slab tearing. 

When the subduction horizontal-obliqueness angle is ≥30° or the age ratio of slab-

2 to slab-1 is less than 0.6, fast and well-developed oceanic plate vertical tearing occurs 

and develops inside the mantle without any other requirements. In contrast, no tearing 

occurs for small obliqueness angles (<20°) if slab-2 is approximately older and thicker 

(age ratio >0.6-0.8). 

The vector nature of slab tearing can occur/be decomposed in two patterns or modes 

when referred to the convergence direction or transform-fault orientation: fault-parallel 

and fault-perpendicular tearing. Fault-perpendicular tearing manifests mostly (not 

solely) in young-age slabs and for medium-low subduction horizontal-obliqueness 

angles (≤30°) and somewhat more favorably for low-age ratios (slab-1 being older). 

Fault-parallel tearing (related to differential slabs-hinge retreat or rollback) is relatively 

well-known and manifests almost solely for old-age slabs (60 Myr-mean-age group) 

and mostly for medium-high obliqueness (~>20°) angles but almost independently of 

age ratios.  

Transform-fault-perpendicular tearing of subducting slabs’ is here kinematically 

identified fairly/slightly above numerical errors and model uncertainties, and classified 

in a parametric way using the tearing horizontal-distance vector. Dynamically speaking, 

some of our simulations suggest that this tearing mode is accompanied by viscous 

horizontal normal deviatoric stresses of extension across the weak fault-zone, in-and-

around the hinge (subduction bent) region, with some slight variations in time; all of 

this concomitant to the slabs’ increasing horizontal separation inside the ambient mantle. 

Future research is needed to better understand this particular tearing behavior, but 

hereby we have provided a first step in that direction.  



 Compared to the several transform-fault-based systems in our simulations, the 

universal trench-based reference frame is defined by a single common entity 

(overriding plate), and when the slabs’ horizontal-obliqueness angle is 0° (normal 

subduction) the two reference frames coincide. Trench-parallel tearing is frequent and 

dominant for young slabs, and may be caused by low vertical-velocity difference 

between slabs, and moving at high horizontal-obliqueness angles (~>20°) causing high 

tangential shear stress at the trench. Trench-perpendicular tearing is relatively 

infrequent and likely an old-age phenomenon (~>30 Myr), favored by mid-low 

obliqueness angles, and closely related to non-uniform slabs rollback. 

Our modeling suggests that the continual spatial variation in dip angle along the 

trench observed in real-Earth subduction zones could be potentially related to the initial 

evolution of subducting slabs under horizontally-oblique convergence.  Further beyond, 

knowing the age combination across a transform fault (ratio and average) and the 

horizontal obliqueness of an oceanic subduction scenario would, with a framework like 

the one here presented, allow a prediction of the tearing occurrence, potential pattern, 

and the likely evolution of the subducting slabs, and perhaps of the associated locally-

perturbed mantle flow. 
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Key Points: 

• 3-D numerical models are conducted to study the vertical tearing mechanism of 

the transform-faulted oceanic slabs during oblique subduction.   

• The horizontal obliqueness and slab transform age difference play dominant 

roles in determining the style of vertical slab tearing. 

• Correlations between slabs' computed tearing width and scaling-theory forms 

of subduction-velocity difference, are useful and strong. 
 
  



Abstract 

Oceanic-plates vertical tearing is seismically-identified in the present-day Earth. This 

type of plate tearing is frequently reported in horizontally-oblique subduction zones 

where transform-faulted oceanic plates are subducting (or subducted). However, the 

mechanisms behind vertical slab tearing are still poorly understood, thus we utilize 3D 

time-dependent Stokes’ flow thermo-mechanical models to further study this problem. 

We find that (i) the age offset of transform fault and (ii) the horizontal obliqueness of 

subduction fundamentally control the tearing behavior of two generic, materially-

homogeneous oceanic slabs separated by a low-viscosity zone. The overriding-

continental plate bends one slab first, which combined with the age-thickness difference 

between slabs, causes the differential sinking of them. Based on the modeling results, 

well-developed slabs vertical tearing would happen when the oblique angle of 

subduction is ≥30° or the age ratio of the secondly-bent to firstly-bent slab being ~<0.6. 

Quantifying the horizontal distance-vector between sinking slabs, we find that 

subduction at medium-low horizontal-obliqueness angles (≤30°) of young lithosphere 

(slabs-average ~15 Myr) tends to produce fault-perpendicular tearing. Contrastingly, 

old-age slabs (average ≥ 30 Myr) with medium-large obliqueness angles (~>20°) tend 

to produce fault-parallel tearing, related to differential slab-hinge retreat or rollback. 

Correlations between slabs’ (i) computed tearing horizontal-width and (ii) scaling-

theory forms of their subduction-velocity differences, are reasonable (0.76-0.97). Our 

numerically-predicted scenarios are reasonably consistent with plate-tear imaging 

results from at least 4 natural subduction zones. Our modeling also suggests that 

continual along-trench variation in subduction dip angle may be related to a special case 

of oblique subduction.  

 

 

Keywords: Oceanic slabs vertical tearing, horizontally-oblique subduction, 
transform-fault offset, 3D numerical models, Stokes’ flow.  



Plain Language Summary 

Oceanic tectonic plates can tear-off through time as they plunge and sink into the 

Earth’s mantle and are especially favored when plates have preexisting fault-weak 

zones. Two primary conditions promote oceanic tectonic slabs’ tearing: (1) Obliqueness 

of a plate’s horizontal velocity with respect to the overriding-plate coastline and trench, 

as the latter will enforce bending of one side of the slab first causing differences in 

deformation; (2) Differences in slab-age between two sides of a displaced fault-zone 

that created an offset in plate age and thickness. To understand these processes, we 

present 3D numerical models that simulate tectonic evolution and deformations, and 

we compare model results with analytical studies as well as with natural observations 

from seismic imaging. Age differences across fault-zones combined with subduction 

horizontal obliqueness control the generation and development of vertical tearing. 

Furthermore, two geometrical patterns of vertical tearing are largely consistent with 

observations. Our findings suggest that along-trench changes in the steep angle between 

the slab and surface (dip angle) may be related to the early stages of oblique subduction. 

Observing the age contrast across faults and the horizontal obliqueness of plates' motion 

allows predictions of the tearing pattern, evolution, and local mantle flow.   



1. Introduction 

Oceanic lithosphere tearing (or break-off) is a general phenomenon on present-day 

Earth. When occurring, the resulting slab window allows hot mantle materials to pass 

through, resulting in anomalous thermal and chemical conditions in convergent-margin 

environments (Gianni & Luján, 2021; Thorkelson, 1996). If slab tearing occurs at 

shallow depths (Freeburn et al., 2017; Király et al., 2020), the asthenospheric upwelling 

causes significant geological and geophysical responses, including complex mantle 

flow in subduction zones (Bolton et al., 2022; R. Govers & Wortel, 2005; Rosenbaum 

et al., 2008), anomalous thermal and mechanical structures of the overlying plate 

(Georgieva et al., 2016; Guillaume et al., 2010; Jolivet et al., 2015; Roche et al., 2018), 

as well as active arc and back-arc magmatism (Gianni & Luján, 2021; K. Liu et al., 

2020; Xu et al., 2020).  

Plate tearing can be categorized into horizontal and vertical tearing patterns 

(Rosenbaum et al., 2008). The horizontal tearing normally occurs along a sub-

horizontal plane, in which the lower segment of the slab detaches from the upper and 

then sinks into the mantle. In this case, the negative buoyancy of the subducted slab 

contributes to the slab break-off (tearing) process (Duretz et al., 2011; Gerya, 2022; 

Hildebrand et al., 2018; Kufner et al., 2017; L. Liu et al., 2021). On the other hand, it 

is generally considered difficult for a coherent subducting slab to tear along sub-vertical 

planes perpendicular to the trench (Cui & Li, 2022) due to the lack of major force 

gradients in the along-strike direction. However, according to studies of seismic 

tomography, vertical slab tearing (sub-vertically-oriented anelastic (brittle-visco-plastic) 

tears, that may be propagating in the subducted-subducting portions of oceanic slabs)  

seems to have developed in many subduction zones of present-day Earth (Figure 1), 

including the Mariana's subduction zone (M. S. Miller et al., 2004; Meghan S. Miller 

et al., 2006), the Calabria subduction zone (Jolivet et al., 2021; Suckale et al., 2009), 

the Aegean and Anatolia regions (Rob Govers & Fichtner, 2016; Jolivet et al., 2015), 

the Central America subduction zone (Carciumaru et al., 2020; Dougherty & Clayton, 

2014; Stubailo et al., 2012; Thorkelson, 1996), the South American subduction zone 

(Pesicek et al., 2012; Rosenbaum et al., 2008; Vargas & Mann, 2013), the Caribbean 



subduction zone (Meighan et al., 2013), and the Kamchatka subduction zone (Levin et 

al., 2002). 

 

Figure 1. Global distribution of vertical plate tearing in the present-day oceanic 
subduction zones. (a) The stars on the map and the cartoons above or below show each case's 
position and deep structure. Red stars represent tearing involving transform-fault subduction, 
and green stars involve other factors (e.g., ocean-continent transform zone, ridge subduction). 
The cartoons are shown for ‘ala’ and ‘kam’ due to the lack of relevant data. The references for 
these subduction zones are: Central America (cam-2): Carciumaru et al., 2020; Dougherty and 
Clayton, 2014; Kamchatka (kam): Levin et al., 2002; Caribbean (car): Meighan et al., 2013;  
Izu-Bonin  (izu): Miller et al., 2006; South America (sam-1): Pesicek et al., 2012; Central 
America (cam-1): Stubailo et al., 2012; Calabria (cal): Suckale et al., 2009; South America 
(sam-2): Vargas and Mann, 2013; Alaska (ala): Yang and Gao, 2020. The identifications of 
slab-1 and slab-2 are defined as follows: slab-1 is the slab that would arrive and contact the 



trench earlier, whereas slab-2 would do it later.  The vertical color bar represents the age of the 
oceanic lithosphere, and the horizontal color bar is the magnitude of the angle between 
horizontal plate velocity and the direction perpendicular to the trench. The angle sign is coded-
indicated by the numbers after the second hyphen, the first number corresponds to the left-side 
slab when standing above the subduction zone and looking toward the continent, and the second 
indicates the right-side slab. The arrows indicate the plate velocity in the hot spot reference 
frame (Becker et al., 2015). The data on the subduction zone, seafloor age, and color bar are 
referred to (Hayes et al., 2018), (Müller et al., 2008), and (Crameri, 2021), respectively. (b) 
Cartoons illustrate the two typical slab vertical tearing patterns (Rosenbaum et al., 2008).   
 

 Slab quasi-vertically-oriented tears (and frequently sub-vertically propagating) 

within the mantle generally require along-strike physical variations (such as gradients 

in morphology, forces, material properties, etc.), with several mechanisms being 

proposed: non-uniform rollback due to lateral temperature and age differences in 

subducting plates or step faulting at the edges of active margins (Burkett & Billen, 2010; 

R. Govers & Wortel, 2005), opposite rotation of slab segments (Gianni et al., 2019), 

oceanic/continental plate transition along-trench (Li et al., 2013; Magni et al., 2014; 

Pusok et al., 2018), subduction of spreading ridges (Burkett & Billen, 2010), and 

perhaps finally, variable orientations of passive margins (Fernández-García et al., 2019). 

Therefore, various factors can affect the specific subduction mode, with slabs 

undergoing translation, rotation, and deformation during the sinking, with tearing being 

an extreme case of slab deformation involving topological changes. Due to this 

complexity, in this study, we would narrow our focus to the scenarios where the oblique 

subduction of transform-faulted slabs develops.  

As proposed in previous studies, due to the contrasting seafloor ages (and mechanical 

properties) across a transform fault, the vertical tearing of transform-faulted oceanic 

plate likely happens (Burkett & Billen, 2010). In addition, we consider the horizontal 

obliqueness of the subduction direction with respect to the trench as playing a key role 

in combination with the transform-fault age contrasts.  

In this study, by systematically conducting 3D time-dependent numerical modeling 

to investigate the effects of the two factors for vertical oceanic-plate tearing, we will 

summarize the key conditions for different observed patterns for vertical slab (Figure 1 



and Table 1) tearing and use a scaling method to reveal the controlling variables behind 

them.  

We hope this work will improve our understanding of these “abstract” systems, but 

also our understanding of real-Earth systems that comprise geological/physical 

ingredients of this kind; and to help us for example, when attempting to infer the pre-

subduction obliqueness angle of a subducted plate that may lack hotspot-track 

constraints, and also to improve the accuracy of plate reconstructions.  

 
  



Table 1. Parameters of the natural subduction zones with slab tearing a. 

Symbol 
(subduction zone) 

Name of the 
fracture zone b 

Oblique 
convergence 

angle 

Age of Slab-1  
(t1, Ma) 

Age of Slab-2 
 (t2, Ma) 

cam-1 
(Central America) Tehuantepec 12.6° 23.6 14.3 

cam-2 
(Central America) Orozco 17.2° 12.7 4.7 

sam-1 
(South America) Mocha 32.8° 24.6 35.3 

sam-2 
(South America) ——b 40.6° 12.7 10.9 

Izu 
(Izu-Bonin) ——b 42.7° 156.0 150.8 

cal 
(Calabria) Kephalonia b 22.9° 247.2 245.3 

car 
(Caribbean) —— 70.2° 88.7 115.4 

ala 
(Alaska) 

Between the 
Pacific plate 

and the 
Yakutat plate 

15.8° 34.0 38.2 

kam 
(Kamchatka-Kuril) —— 22.7° 111.9 110.2 

a The slabs convergence angle and lithospheric ages use the averaged values within 300 km of 
both sides of the corresponding symbol sites on the map (Figure 1). b Other types of subduction 
tectonic environments are distinguished by green stars (Figure 1), e.g., ocean-continent 
transform zone, ridge subduction. 

  



2. Model setup 

We use the finite-element software ASPECT (version 2.3.0) to solve the 

incompressible Stokes’ viscous flow equations (1-2) coupled with thermal advection-

diffusion equation (3) velocity u, pressure p, temperature T (Bangerth et al., 2021; 

Glerum et al., 2018). Equation (4) describes the evolution of additional (compositional) 

fields transported along with the velocity field u, without diffusion. For the Stokes' flow 

equation, we employ the Taylor-Hood spatial element. 

−∇ ∙ �2𝜂𝜂�𝜀𝜀(𝒖𝒖)��+ 𝛻𝛻𝛻𝛻 = 𝜌𝜌𝒈𝒈 (1) 

𝛻𝛻 ∙ 𝒖𝒖 = 0 (2) 

𝜌𝜌𝐶𝐶𝑝𝑝 �
𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕
𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕

+ 𝒖𝒖 ∙ 𝛻𝛻𝜕𝜕� − 𝛻𝛻 ∙ 𝑘𝑘𝛻𝛻𝜕𝜕 = 0 (3) 

𝜕𝜕𝑐𝑐𝑖𝑖
𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕

+ 𝒖𝒖 ∙ 𝛻𝛻𝑐𝑐𝑖𝑖 = 0 (4) 

where 𝑐𝑐𝑖𝑖 is the i-th compositional field that defines and tracks subsets of distinct 

chemical compositions and properties,  𝜀𝜀(𝑢𝑢) = 1
2

(𝛻𝛻𝑢𝑢 + 𝛻𝛻𝑢𝑢𝑇𝑇) is the linear strain rate, η, ρ, 

Cp and k are the fluid’s shear viscosity, mass-density, specific isobaric heat capacity and 

thermal conductivity, respectively; and g is the gravitational acceleration.  

A 3D Cartesian model box with spatial dimensions of 2500 km×3000 km×660 km 

is used. Figure 2 shows the initial model configuration demonstrated in composition, 

including a partially-subducted oceanic lithosphere: two slabs separated by a weak 

transform fault-zone in the middle, a continental lithosphere as the overriding plate, and 

two side plates (Figure 2a). Although these denominations may conflict with previous 

studies, this will be, for the sake of cleanliness, our formal language-terminology from 

this point onward in this article: our model has one single oceanic plate or lithosphere, 

separated in two slabs by the transform-fault zone. 

The width of the weak transform fault-zone is 30 km, and its thickness is consistent 

with that of the thicker lithosphere on both sides. A low-viscosity oceanic crust defines 

the uppermost part of the subducting lithosphere (slabs), and act as a weak contact zone 

with the overriding continental plate. The initial vertical dip angle of the subducting 

slabs is fixed at 30°. The subducting oceanic plate is decoupled from the side plates by 



applying two side faults, as shown in Figure 2b. In contrast to the central plate, which 

is 10 km from the left boundary and undergoes free subduction, no subducting slab is 

prescribed for the side plates (Figure 2d). 

 

Figure 2. Initial condition model setup. (a) 3D oblique view of the model structure with the 
subducting (cyan) and overriding (brown) plates. (b) View from above. The oceanic 
lithosphere's weak central region (transform fault zone) is 30 km wide and separates the plate 
in two distinct slabs. The two fundamental coordinate systems are shown, with trench -
perpendicular (X) and -parallel (Y) axes, and transform-fault -parallel (TF//) and -perpendicular 
(TF⊥) axes. (c) The initial composition of the oceanic lithosphere (blue) and vertical slices of 

density (red). (d) The vertical cross-sections on the lateral edges of subducting lithosphere and 
adjacent plate slice lithosphere. The initial dip angle of the subducting slab is α =30° (vertical 
angle, same value for all the models). The horizontal angle θ parameterizes the horizontally-
oblique subduction. The length of the shortest subducted slab segment is 100 km (in slab-2) 
and increases gradually to the other side (slab-1). 

 

The half-space cooling model is used to calculate the oceanic plate's initial-condition 

thermal-age thickness as ℎ ≈ 2.32√𝜅𝜅𝜕𝜕  (ℎ𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 = 100𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘 ) (Turcotte & Schubert, 2002), 

where k is thermal diffusivity, and t is seafloor age. In this sense, the thickness ratio 

between slabs 1 and 2, i.e., h1/h2, is dynamically similar to the square root of the ratio 

of lithospheric ages �𝜕𝜕1 𝜕𝜕2⁄ . The ocean plate's initial (unsubducted) maximum thickness 

is limited to 100 km, consistent with thermo-rheological observations (Schubert et al., 



2001). The model-box’s top and bottom boundary temperatures are fixed at 293 °K and 

1775 °K (calculated using the mantle adiabatic thermal gradient), respectively.  

 

Our representation assumes the oceanic-plate as a numerical compositional field, 

with two distinct variable-thickness domains, layers or slabs whose initial-condition 

upper and lower surfaces (and thicknesses) are defined by two isothermal surfaces of 

the half-space cooling model (whose maximum depth depends on the horizontal 

transform-fault-parallel coordinate as previously indicated). The slabs’ density and 

viscosity are assumed to remain constant (this is a major simplification: these model-

variables do not depend on pressure, temperature, or strain rate) with well-established 

values (Table 2), thermal expansion coefficient is assumed null and thermal 

conductivity is fixed. This simplification is only a first-order approximation which 

allows faster computations. In the mantle domain, an adiabatic temperature profile is 

applied as initial condition.  

Our model slabs can change their thickness as they evolve in time, but solely by 

virtue of divergence-free flow advection and deformation (they can thicken/thin if their 

perpendicular area decreases/increases), a dynamical consequence of 3D-time-

dependent velocity field. The thermal field spatio-temporally evolves and its coldest 

regions fairly approximate the compositional slabs (especially at early times given 

slow-enough thermal diffusion), and this provides additional supporting information on 

the system (later on used in two of our figures).   

The velocity field boundary conditions (at all times) are of tangential flow boundary, 

i.e. free-slip (zero shear stress) and no-flow-through (zero normal velocity), on all the 

model-box surface boundaries except for that at the bottom: the lower boundary is fixed 

(3D zero velocity vector) and intended to simulate the effect of the 660 km phase-

transition interface. 

Finally, the computational grid is adaptively refined five times until its smaller cell 

reaches a minimum size of 6.51 km×6.25 km×6.88 km, and the coarsest cell size is 8 

times larger. The maximum number of cells is ~3×105 and the number of unknowns is 

~8×107. Usually, it takes 24 to 48 hours for each model, running with 220 computing 



cores, to simulate a geological time of about 30 Myr. 

 

Table 2. Material properties of the numerical models a. 

Compositional units Density(kg·m-3) b Viscosity(Pa·s) 

Underlying upper mantle 3300 1.4 × 1020 

Oceanic crust 3390 2.8 × 1020 

Oceanic lithospheric mantle 3390 1.4 × 1023 

Continental crust 2800 1.4 × 1024 

Continental lithospheric mantle 3390 1.4 × 1023 

Transform-fault zone 3390 7.0 × 1020 

Side faults 3390 7.0 × 1020 

Crust of side plates 3350 2.8 × 1020 

Lithospheric mantle of side plates 3390 1.4 × 1023 

a Other parameter values: Reference temperature = 293 °K; heat capacity = 1250 J/kg/°K; 
thermal conductivity = 4 W/m/°K; thermal expansion coefficient = 0. 
b The value of density implicitly includes the thermal-effect dependence. 

 

3. Results 

A total of 69 experiments/simulations are conducted with different relevant  

combinations of oceanic lithosphere’s (i) horizontal-obliqueness angles and (ii) slabs 

age offset. To quantify the size of the tear width, we visualized and post-processed the 

output data in ParaView, specifically by selecting horizontal slices of the oceanic 

lithosphere at various times and depths and measuring the horizontal vector distance 

between the two slabs (Figure 3). 

 

3.1. Tested conditions for vertical slab tearing 

In our simulations, the slabs’ tearing process can be separated, before and after, by 

the event of slab 1 reaching the 660 km depth (as mapped by the oceanic-lithosphere 

compositional field (in Aspect software) value >0.5 within 15 km from such depth). In 

particular, for our reference model (t1=33 Myr, t2=27 Myr, θ=20°; abbreviated as 



3327_20), we show snapshots of its evolution in Figure 3a by isolating temperatures 

≤1380 °K, so the sinking slabs appear bounded by isothermal surfaces (with the hotter 

ambient mantle made invisible).  

Using ASPECT-software compositional fields, for all the simulations, we isolate the 

slabs from the embedding ambient mantle (as for the reference simulation in Figure 3b), 

and then we measure the tear horizontal-widths at different depths in both time-stages 

(as in Figure 3b).  

As can be seen from the white contour lines (depths: 100-200-300-400 km) in 

Figure 3a, vertical tearing can occur at deep locations (>200 km depth). As the 

subduction progresses, the finite-width tear gradually (after 12 Myr) expands and 

vertically-propagates to the shallow part (~100 km). After slab 1's tip arrives at the box 

bottom, its sinking velocity decreases, contributing to the increase in tearing width 

(Figure 3) at intermediate depths. After identifying the 660 km-depth contact event of 

slab 1, we select two sampling times: 2 Myr before and 2 Myr after the event. At each 

one of those times, we take the maximum value of tearing width dmax over the different 

depths for the subsequent determination of the tearing conditions (as in Figure 3b). 

Figure 4 displays the tearing judgments/decision array of the full set of numerical 

experiments. 

 



 

Figure 3. (a) Oblique view: Reference model evolution shown by isolating temperatures 
≤1380 °K (so the slabs are visible approximately as an isothermal surface, and at shallow depths 
a thermal gradient is visible). Model parameters: oceanic-lithosphere slab ages t1 = 33 Ma, t2 = 
27 Ma; horizontal obliqueness θ=20°. (b) View from above: Definition and quantification of 
slabs tearing at different depths (100-200-300-400 km), with the variable "d" being the time-
dependent horizontal vector distance (of magnitude ‘width’) of slabs’ tearing window. The 
vector-components ratio "dx/dy" and the oblique-convergence angle θ are used to characterize 



the slabs’ tearing patterns as explained in subsection 3.2 and 4.3.  

 

 



Figure 4. Check-box diagrams for the models’ tested conditions. Angle means the horizontal 
obliqueness angle in the systems. The arithmetic-mean lithospheric age of slabs 1 and 2, 
((t1+t2)/2), is 15 Myr (a), 30 Myr (b), and 60 Myr (c), respectively, defining the rows of the 
array plot. A slab reaching the 660 km-depth event defines the columns of the array plot: stage 
1 (before) and stage 2 (after). The category of slab-tearing discrimination: Colors indicate the 
geometric state of slab tearing at each particular time-stage (at 1 (left) and at 2 (right)), as Red: 
maximum tearing width dmax<50 km, yellow: dmax: 50-100 km, green: dmax>100 km. Symbol 
shapes indicate the situation integrated through both time-stages: If at any of the two stages the 
tearing width is <50 km, the model is classified as “no tearing” (triangles), and if >100 km the 
model is “tearing” (circles), while cases in between are transitional modes (rectangles). These 
symbol shapes are necessary for the subsequent figures of this article. 

 

Each one of the three major rows on the diagram in Figure 4 summarizes the results 

of simulations with the same arithmetic-mean age 𝑡𝑡1+𝑡𝑡2
2

 of the plates separated by the 

transform fault. To classify each simulation, we use relative age ratio rather than age 

difference as a way to avoid discussing parameters that deviate far from nature, i.e., 

𝜕𝜕1 − 𝜕𝜕2 = 𝜕𝜕1 �1 − 𝑡𝑡2
𝑡𝑡1
� , For the same age ratio, a younger mean age suggests a smaller 

absolute age difference.  For any given mean age, significant oceanic-plate tearing is 

favored by a large obliqueness angle and/or by older slab-1 age relative to slab-2. Most 

models fail to tear without horizontal obliqueness of the subduction (angle θ=0°) except 

for medium-aged plates with substantial age differences.  

In particular, due to thin slabs, Model 1 (1318_20) in the low mean absolute age 

group (15 Myr) exhibits lateral break-off, increasing tearing width.  At 60 Myr-30° and 

60 Myr-40°, the tearing width does not increase beyond a certain extent before slab 1 

reaches the bottom, so its tearing width is small during stage 1. In cross-sectional 

comparison, we find that the tearing area is larger in stage 2 than in stage 1, especially 

the 60 Myr group changes from yellow to green color code. In the vertical comparison, 

we found that the tear area increases and then decreases with increasing mean age, 

which will be further analyzed in the subsequent discussion. 

In conclusion, our simulations suggest that for any values of obliquity, the subducting 

plates tear for age ratios less than 0.6, meaning that an older-thicker slab-1 entering the 



trench first, then sinking first and faster, progressively tears off from slab-2. 

Furthermore, regardless of the transform-fault age ratios, all the plates tear at horizontal 

obliqueness greater than 30°. This latter behavior is certainly an effect of the contact 

surface forces exerted by the overriding (continental) plate on forcing the bending of 

an obliquely-subducting slab-1 first and then later on slab-2. The larger the horizontal-

obliqueness angle, the larger the difference between the slabs’ subducted areas 

(especially during the early stages of the process) and the more intensive and extensive 

the strain of the weak fault zone between the slabs. Finally, as crucial reference cases, 

we must note the case when the horizontal-obliqueness θ = 0° and simultaneously slabs’ 

age-ratio=1, meaning two identical slabs separated by a weak zone and converging 

perpendicular to the trench. Those simulations show tearing displacements that when 

existing and being measurable at all, have values dmax < 50-75 km, meaning that tearing 

almost does not occur (symbolized as triangles, in red and yellow in Figure 4).  

 

3.2. Patterns of vertical slab tearing 

In this study, we consider the horizontal distance vector of tearing displacement 

between the slabs: d = dx ex + dy ey, measured at depth in their vertical portions inside 

the ambient mantle. 

The maximum tearing width (displacement magnitude) over different depths of the 

subducting plate (depths: 100-200-300-400 km) is used to indicate whether tearing 

occurs (summarized in Figure 4). In addition, the ratio of the tearing vector components 

in the transform-fault-based system (given an obliqueness angle θ, see Figures 2 and 3 

for definitions) is employed to characterize the tearing patterns. We project the tearing 

distance-vector components dx and dy (referred to trench perpendicular-and-parallel 

coordinates, respectively) onto the initial horizontally-oblique-convergence direction 

and its normal direction (i.e., onto the coordinate system defined by the transform-fault 

direction and its perpendicular), respectively, to obtain the fault-parallel 𝑑𝑑𝑓𝑓𝑚𝑚𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑡𝑡 /⁄   and 

fault-perpendicular- 𝑑𝑑𝑓𝑓𝑚𝑚𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑡𝑡⊥ tearing components. We obtain: 



𝑑𝑑𝑓𝑓𝑚𝑚𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑡𝑡 /⁄

𝑑𝑑𝑓𝑓𝑚𝑚𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑡𝑡⊥
=

𝑑𝑑𝑚𝑚𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 + 𝑑𝑑𝑦𝑦𝑐𝑐𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑐𝑐
−𝑑𝑑𝑚𝑚𝑐𝑐𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑐𝑐 + 𝑑𝑑𝑦𝑦𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐

=

𝑑𝑑𝑚𝑚
𝑑𝑑𝑦𝑦

+ 𝜕𝜕𝑡𝑡𝑠𝑠𝑐𝑐

1 − 𝑑𝑑𝑚𝑚
𝑑𝑑𝑦𝑦

𝜕𝜕𝑡𝑡𝑠𝑠𝑐𝑐
(5). 

When |𝑑𝑑𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓 /⁄

𝑑𝑑𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓⊥
| >1.3, the tearing pattern is defined as fault-parallel tearing (related to 

slabs’ differential hinge retreat or rollback) (Figure 5). In contrast with |𝑑𝑑𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓 /⁄

𝑑𝑑𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓⊥
| <0.7, the 

pattern is defined as fault-perpendicular tearing, in which the along-slabs-hinge-axis 

tearing dominates. A transitional-intermediate mode is defined as between (0.7-1.3).  

Specifically, at each desired time, we take the average (arithmetic mean) value of the 

aforementioned ratio at the different depths and consider that average for the subsequent 

determination of the tearing pattern (Figure 3b and Figure 5). 

 



 
Figure 5. Check-box diagrams for the tearing patterns on time-stages 1 (left) and 2 (right). 
Angle means the horizontal-obliqueness angle. The arithmetic-mean lithospheric age of slabs 1 



and 2, ((t1+t2)/2), is 15 Myr (a), 30 Myr (b), and 60 Myr (c), respectively. The category of slabs 
tearing pattern, depending on the ratio "|𝑑𝑑𝑓𝑓𝑚𝑚𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑡𝑡 /⁄ 𝑑𝑑𝑓𝑓𝑚𝑚𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑡𝑡⊥⁄ |". Orange: If |𝑑𝑑𝑓𝑓𝑚𝑚𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑡𝑡 /⁄ 𝑑𝑑𝑓𝑓𝑚𝑚𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑡𝑡⊥⁄ | < 0.7, 
the pattern is defined as fault-perpendicular tearing. Blue: In contrast with |𝑑𝑑𝑓𝑓𝑚𝑚𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑡𝑡 /⁄ 𝑑𝑑𝑓𝑓𝑚𝑚𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑡𝑡⊥⁄ | > 

1.3, the pattern is defined as fault-parallel tearing. Gray: A transition-hybrid mode is 0.7-1.3. 
The definition of symbol shapes is the same as in Figure 4. Each age-group stage-2 simulations 
enclosed by dashed-line squares are used in figures 6 and 7. 

 

 

Figure 6. Example models illustrating the three different slab tearing patterns 
(determined by the ratio of tearing horizontal-displacement components). End-member 
cartoons are provided for illustration. These three particular example simulations (signaled by 
dashed squares in Figures 5a,b,c), while differing only in their slabs’ mean age, all have age 
ratios of about ~0.8 and obliqueness-angle θ=30°.   

  

 Plate-motion horizontal obliquity influences the fault-parallel and also the 

transverse/fault-perpendicular direction of forces and resulting tearing displacements.  

However, it seems dominant only in young slabs, such as the region less than 40° in the 

15 Myr group in Figure 5. On the other hand, large absolute age differences generally 

result in large sinking velocity differences that project in the convergence direction, 

such as the region θ ~> 20° and t2/t1 ~< 0.6 (bottom left corner) in the 60 Myr group in 

Figure 5.   

As shown by Figure 6, considering older slabs at the initial condition, with mean 

ages from 15 to 30 to 60 Myr, fault-perpendicular tearing patterns tend to disappear 

(occurring only in some cases), meaning that it is mostly a young-age tearing behavior. 

On the other hand, fault-parallel manifests commonly-extensively only for old slabs 

with a mean age of 60 Myr, with only one exception at a mean age of 30 Myr. 

Figure 7 shows the evolution of the typical models of the two tearing patterns, 



simulation 1713_30 for fault-perpendicular tearing and simulation 6753_30 for fault-

parallel tearing. The larger mean age/thickness enhances the differential retreat of the 

two slabs in the convergence direction, causing the vertical tearing (while inside the 

mantle) pattern to be dominated by fault-parallel tearing (Figures 7 a,d). In fact, at old 

slab ages (such as 60 Myr), the same age ratios as in the other age groups are attained 

with larger absolute-age differences, and these latter ones imply larger absolute sinking-

and-subduction velocity differences (see subsection 4.1). Therefore, old-age slabs tend 

to favor differential slabs’ retreat and fault-parallel tearing (Figure 5). Additionally, the 

distance from the trench to the 90° slab-dip angle position, called the bending length lb, 

varies between the two differentially-retreating slabs and with time evolution, and this 

will be further analyzed in the subsequent discussion section (Figures 7 b,c).  

 



 



Figure 7. Evolution of the two case simulations that exemplify the two tearing patterns, singled out and indicated by dashed-line squares in Figure 5. 
Panels (a) and (d): View from above, thermal contour (yellow, the legend is the same as Figure 3) and viscosity (green) structure (Table 2) at 150 km depth. 
Small black arrows: ambient-mantle velocity vector field. Black oblique line:  All-time slabs’ prescribed horizontal convergence direction. The red line at fixed 
abscissa x: initial trench-line position. Panels (b) and (c): Oblique views, oceanic lithosphere (light blue) and transform fault (dark blue) as compositional fields. 
Additionally, 2D vertical slices of the overriding-continental plate’s mass-density field are shown (plum-red colors and density values specified in Table 2).



 
4. Discussions 

4.1. Analytical study of the slab tearing dynamics 

In order to understand how the various controlling factors operate in our simulations 

and to enhance the verifiability of the model results, we utilize scaling similarity theory 

and available analytical-numerical studies. 

We hypothesize that the horizontal width (d) of the tearing window is correlated to 

the difference in subduction velocity Δv between the two slabs separated by a transform 

fault. In a 2D subduction model, the oceanic slab is primarily subjected to (i) 

downward-buoyancy force δρ·g·h·l per unit length (with δρ density anomaly, g gravity 

acceleration, h the oceanic plate thickness, and l the slab tip-length along convergence 

direction), (ii) surrounding mantle resistance F1 along the tangential direction of the 

slab ηmantle·v (where v is the plate speed, ηmantle the ambient-mantle viscosity), and (iii) 

unbending resistance F2 perpendicular to the slab ηplate·v·h3/lb3, where ηplate is the 

oceanic-plate viscosity, lb is the bending length from the slab tip to the unbending place 

behind the hinge point (similar to the previous description of Figure 7 (Li & Ribe, 2012; 

Ribe, 2001) (Figure 8c). Then we take the one-slab tangential velocity 𝑣𝑣2𝐷𝐷 =

𝛿𝛿𝛿𝛿∙𝑔𝑔
𝜂𝜂𝑚𝑚𝑓𝑓𝑚𝑚𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑚𝑚

𝑐𝑐𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 ⋅ ℎ ⋅ 𝑙𝑙 (in an idealized, terminal steady-state scenario where the slab, driven 

by the downward-buoyancy force, is ‘gliding’ inside the viscous mantle) along the slab 

subduction direction, as the major component that defines the tangential velocity 

difference Δv between slabs, yielding 

∆𝑣𝑣 =
𝛿𝛿𝜌𝜌 ∙ 𝑔𝑔 ∗ 𝑐𝑐𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠

𝜂𝜂𝑘𝑘𝑡𝑡𝑠𝑠𝜕𝜕𝑙𝑙𝑚𝑚
(ℎ1𝑙𝑙1 − ℎ2𝑙𝑙2) (6) 

where α is the subduction dip (vertical) angle. 

We assume that at the initial-condition of the subduction zone, in each one of the two 

slabs subducted portions (Figure 2), their thicknesses h1 and h2 remain constant. Then 

in this initial configuration and due to horizontal obliqueness, the initial slabs 

subducted-length l varies along the trench direction (y-direction) following 𝑙𝑙(𝑦𝑦, 𝑐𝑐) =

𝑐𝑐+𝑦𝑦∙𝑡𝑡𝑚𝑚𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡
𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐

 , with 𝑙𝑙𝑚𝑚𝑖𝑖𝑡𝑡 = 𝑐𝑐
𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐

, 𝑙𝑙𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 = 𝑐𝑐+2𝑤𝑤∙𝑡𝑡𝑚𝑚𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡
𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐

, where c is fixed at 100 km (Figure 2b). Then 

we get 𝑣𝑣3𝐷𝐷 = ∫ 𝑣𝑣𝑑𝑑𝑦𝑦/𝑤𝑤
0 ∫ 1𝑑𝑑𝑦𝑦𝑤𝑤

0 , as the spatial-average velocity of the entire slab tip, with 



w the horizontal span of the slab along the trench axis.  

So, 𝑣𝑣3𝐷𝐷,1 = 𝛿𝛿𝜌𝜌∙𝑔𝑔𝑐𝑐𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠

𝜂𝜂𝑘𝑘𝑡𝑡𝑠𝑠𝜕𝜕𝑙𝑙𝑚𝑚
∫ ℎ1𝑙𝑙(𝑦𝑦)𝑑𝑑𝑦𝑦/2𝑤𝑤
𝑤𝑤 ∫ 1𝑑𝑑𝑦𝑦2𝑤𝑤

𝑤𝑤 , 𝑣𝑣3𝐷𝐷,2 = 𝛿𝛿𝜌𝜌∙𝑔𝑔𝑐𝑐𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠

𝜂𝜂𝑘𝑘𝑡𝑡𝑠𝑠𝜕𝜕𝑙𝑙𝑚𝑚
∫ ℎ2𝑙𝑙(𝑦𝑦)𝑑𝑑𝑦𝑦/𝑤𝑤
0 ∫ 1𝑑𝑑𝑦𝑦𝑤𝑤

0 .  

Then, the simple-theoretical spatial-average velocity difference between slabs is 

obtained as ∆𝑣𝑣3𝐷𝐷 = 𝑣𝑣3𝐷𝐷,1 − 𝑣𝑣3𝐷𝐷,2 = 𝛿𝛿𝛿𝛿∙𝑔𝑔𝑐𝑐𝑖𝑖𝑡𝑡𝑐𝑐
𝜂𝜂𝑚𝑚𝑓𝑓𝑚𝑚𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑚𝑚

∙ 1
2𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐

∙ [2𝑐𝑐(ℎ1 − ℎ2) + (3ℎ1 − ℎ2)𝑤𝑤tanθ] =

𝛿𝛿𝛿𝛿∙𝑔𝑔∙𝑏𝑏∙𝑡𝑡𝑚𝑚𝑡𝑡𝑐𝑐
2𝜂𝜂𝑚𝑚𝑓𝑓𝑚𝑚𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑚𝑚

∙ �2 𝑐𝑐
𝑏𝑏
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ℎ2
− 1� + �3 h1

ℎ2
− 1� 𝑐𝑐𝑖𝑖𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡

(𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑡𝑡)2� ∙ ℎ2 =̇ 𝑘𝑘 ∙ 𝐶𝐶 ∙ ℎ, where 𝑘𝑘 = 𝛿𝛿𝛿𝛿∙𝑔𝑔∙𝑏𝑏∙𝑡𝑡𝑚𝑚𝑡𝑡𝑐𝑐
2𝜂𝜂𝑚𝑚𝑓𝑓𝑚𝑚𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑚𝑚

 (the unit is 

s-1) is a functional factor composed of several dynamic parameters kept constant in each 

model simulation for simplicity, b=w/cosθ is the fixed slab width (Figure 2b), and the 

functional factor 𝐶𝐶 = 2 𝑐𝑐
𝑏𝑏
��𝑡𝑡1

𝑡𝑡2
− 1� + �3�𝑡𝑡1

𝑡𝑡2
− 1� 𝑐𝑐𝑖𝑖𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡

(𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑡𝑡)2  considers the geometrical 

parameters reflecting the horizontally-oblique subduction effects, with the ratios of the 

square root of time representing ratios of thermal-age thicknesses, as ℎ ≈ 2.32√𝜅𝜅𝜕𝜕 gives 

each oceanic slab thickness h versus its seafloor age t.  

 Following the logic of the unbending-resistance form ηplate·v·h3/lb3, in order to find 

the correlation between the model-output computed tearing distance d and the 

theoretical underlying controlling factors for the velocity difference Δv, we consider an 

additional multiplying variable factor f in the former simple-theoretical expression. f is 

a dimensionless parameter representing additional effects on Δv, such as unbending 

resistance along the slab-normal direction, differences between the two slabs’ bending-

sinking lengths and thicknesses, viscosity and width of the weak zone (transform fault), 

etc.; all of which depend on time as the sinking process evolves. 

 Therefore the original dimensional expression k·C·h is expanded, upgraded and 

refined to k·C·h·f . In this way, the dimensionless parameter f should accommodate for 

the aforementioned additional effects, and we use trial expressions of the form 𝑓𝑓 ≈

�ℎ2
ℎ1
�
𝑡𝑡 𝑓𝑓𝑏𝑏1
𝑓𝑓𝑏𝑏2

 to represent and account for them.  

We used a set of fixed times (10 Myr, 14 Myr, 20 Myr) and depth range (100-400 

km) to compare and correlate the tearing horizontal-width d with the spatial-average 

velocity difference Δv between slabs (brought by analytical scaling theory), and the 

results are shown in Figures 8-11. The figures are plotted for respective absolute mean 

ages of plates at {15, 30, 60} Myr and all of them together.  



Upon constructing the correlations shown in Figures 8-11 and Table 3, we have 

removed four simulations from the data set, specifically simulations 1318_30, 1318_40, 

1515_20, and 1515_30. This was done because these particular young “ultra-thin” slabs 

broke off during the subduction process, so we cannot precisely measure the tearing 

width in these models. Simulation 4317_40 can greatly increase the correlation 

coefficient in a way we distrust, so we also discarded it.



 

Figure 8. (a) Snapshots of model 1911_20 (slabs reference ages t1=19 Myr, t2=11 Myr, mean age 15 Myr, and subduction obliqueness θ=20°) at 10, 14, and 20 
Myr of simulated time, showing the evolution of the oceanic lithosphere and the transform fault-zone tearing. The thin red curves on slabs are selected paths 
for geometry and tearing assessment computation (at 100, 200, 300, and 400 km depths). (b) The six different panels display trials on the functional forms of 
the slabs’ velocity difference (Δv/k = C·h·f ) depending on evolution time (large horizontal axis) and depth (large vertical axis), and their correlation with the 
slabs’ horizontal tearing width (d). The correlation coefficient between tearing horizontal width (small vertical axis) and velocity difference controlling factor 
(small horizontal axis) is shown on each panel’s top-left corner. The control parameters are consistent within each one of the areas delimited by the red dashed 
slash. (c) The major forces analysis on the tip part of a two-dimensional subducting slab with slab thickness h, initial slab length l, and subduction dip angle α. 
These plots illustrate the search for the maximum correlation coefficient between the slabs’ tear horizontal width and the slabs-segments velocity difference by 
trying different functional forms of the latter. 



 

Figure 9. (a) Snapshots of particular model 3327_30 (slabs reference ages t1=33 Myr, t2=27 Myr, mean age 30 Myr, and subduction obliqueness θ=30°) at 10, 



14, and 20 Myr, showing the evolution of the oceanic lithosphere tearing. The thin red curves on slabs are selected slices for geometry and tearing assessment 
computation (at 100, 200, 300, and 400 km depth). (b) The nine different panels display the correlation between slabs tearing horizontal width (d) and the 
integrated controlling factor (Δv/k = C·h·f ).  Correlation coefficients (R2) are shown on the top-left corner of each panel. The control parameters are consistent 
within each one of the areas delimited by the red dashed line. 



 



Figure 10. (a) Snapshots of particular model 6753_20 (slabs reference ages t1=67 Myr, t2=53 Myr, mean age 60 Myr, and subduction obliqueness θ =20°) at 
10, 14, and 20 Myr, showing the evolution of the oceanic lithosphere tearing. The red curves on slabs are selected slices for geometry and tearing assessment 
computation. (b) The nine different panels display the correlation between slabs tearing horizontal width (d) and the integrated controlling factor (Δv/k = C·h·f ). 
Correlation coefficients (R2) are shown on the top-left corner of each panel. The control parameters are consistent within each one of the areas delimited by the 
red dashed lines.



 

  After a detailed analysis of our numerical experiments (Figures 8-10), we find that 

the tearing horizontal width d is sensibly and roughly proportional to the slabs’ velocity 

difference. Our hypothesis is reasonably confirmed. If we consider the “full” scaling 

form for the velocity difference Δv = k·C·h·(h2/h1)n, the correlation coefficient R2 is in 

the range of 0.76~0.97 (see Table 3) considering all depths and times, age groups and 

simulation cases. For comparison, if employing the much simpler “incomplete” scaling 

form Δv = k·C, the range of R2 is 0.69~0.96 for the same simulations cases as in the 

previous trial (see Table 3). Therefore, regarding the similarity between the two 

correlation-values intervals, it is inferred that the first-order governing factor is the 

oblique convergence given by the characteristic parameter C=C(θ), as defined in 

Equation 6. 

  



Table 3. Correlation between the slabs tearing horizontal width d and the “full” scaling 

form for the velocity difference (Δv = k ·C ·h ·f) at different times and depths. In 

parentheses: Correlation between d and the “incomplete” scaling form (Δv = k ·C). The 

range of {min, arithmetic mean, max} values of correlations R2 for the “full” and 

“incomplete” scaling forms are {0.76, 0.91, 0.97} and {0.69, 0.84, 0.96}, respectively. 

R2 (d, Δv ) 

Mean age:15 Myr 
10 Myr 14 Myr 20 Myr 

100 km 0.92 (0.92) 0.92 (0.84) 0.89 (0.80) 

200 km 0.76 (0.76) 0.96 (0.96) 0.91 (0.83) 

300 km —— —— —— 

400 km —— —— —— 

R2 (d, Δv ) 

Mean age:30 Myr 
10 Myr 14 Myr 20 Myr 

100 km 0.95 (0.93) 0.95 (0.95) 0.93 (0.93) 

200 km 0.97 (0.91) 0.94 (0.94) 0.96 (0.96) 

300 km 0.95 (0.95) 0.92 (0.92) —— 

400 km —— —— 0.95 (0.88) 

R2 (d, Δv ) 

Mean age:60 Myr 
10 Myr 14 Myr 20 Myr 

100 km 0.90 (0.81) 0.87 (0.87) 0.88 (0.82) 

200 km 0.96 (0.84) 0.86 (0.81) 0.88 (0.88) 

300 km 0.96 (0.86) 0.92 (0.86) —— 

400 km —— —— 0.86 (0.87) 

R2 (d, Δv ) 

All simulations 
10 Myr 14 Myr 20 Myr 

100 km 0.90 (0.76) 0.86 (0.77) 0.90 (0.69) 

200 km 0.91 (0.79) 0.90 (0.80) 0.91 (0.69) 



300 km 0.87 (0.71) 0.83 (0.74) —— 

400 km —— —— 0.86 (0.76) 

 

In particular, if we divide each group of time-depth diagrams along the diagonal 

line (Figures 8-10), the parameter changes can roughly reflect the tearing width 

evolution in different segments of the ocean plate. Most parameters remain consistent 

within each one of the areas delineated by the red slash, reflecting the previous 

deformation history inherited by the slab during most of the subduction. The variation 

of parameters in various intervals from the lower left to the upper right depicts the 

variation of governing factors with subduction, which is dependent on (h2/h1)n, like n = 

0→-1 in the 15 Myr-age group and n = 1→0→-1 in the 60 Myr-age group (Figures 8b, 

10b), and n = 0→-1 at 300-400 km depth in the 30 Myr-age group (Figure 9b).  

This overall reduced evolution represents the effect of unbending resistance F2 in 

various plate segments. The oceanic lithosphere subducted length l of slab-2 is 

obviously smaller than that of slab-1 during the early stages of subduction (well before 

the two slabs are dipping sub-vertically). The smaller l in slab-2, the stronger the 

unbending resistance and the apparently “stiffer” the slab. Accordingly, "stiffer" slab-2 

affects the change of tearing width when h=h2, n=1. The overall subduction dip angle 

(including that of slab-1) increases as slab-2 subducts, and the effects of F2 grow weaker 

at this point with h=hmean and n=0. Later on, with continued slabs sinking, there is the 

singular event of slab-1 reaching 660 km depth: slab-1 is subjected to a force at the 

bottom that resists bending. At this point, the velocity-difference Δv turns to be 

controlled by slab-1, with the exponent transitioning to n=-1. As for the variation of the 

specific value of n in different age groups (15, 30, 60 Myr), we believe it is f that is also 

correlated with lb1/lb2. The changes in bending length compensate for some of the 

changes in slabs’ thickness ratio. 

Finally, it can be seen that the controlling parameters change in the slabs deepest 

regions (400 km) on stage 2 (20 Myr) (Figure 9b, 10b). We think it is slab-1 here that 

is bent at the bottom of the model, that is associated with the folding pattern in the 30 



Myr-age group and the trench retreating pattern in the 60 Myr-age group (Figure 9a, 

10a) (Li & Ribe, 2012).



 



Figure 11.  The nine panels display the correlation between slabs tearing width (d) and the integrated controlling factor (Δv/k = C·h·f ) for all models. The 
correlation coefficients (R2) are shown in the top left corner of each panel. We find that an additional multiplication factor (h30/h60)p must be applied in the 60 
Myr mean-age simulations for the dv=k·C·h·f function-group to capture a certain influence of slabs thickness differences on tearing width, and in this way they 
fit in reasonably with the other age groups.



 

The comparison among the models with different mean slab ages indicates that the 

older slabs of 60 Myr generally have a narrower tearing window than the mid-age slabs 

with mean ages of 30 Myr (Figures 4, 11).  

Certainly, an additional multiplication factor (h30/h60)p must be applied in the 60 

Myr mean-age simulations to fit in with the other age groups at similar correlation 

levels (Figure 11). At old-plate ages (mean 60 Myr), the full scaling form Δv = k·C·h·f 

(with f = (h2/h1)n ) yields values that are too big (because h is big). Therefore, an 

additional post-factor <1 is needed to fit the observed values of d through the range of 

Δv values of the different simulations and to get similar correlation levels to those of 

the other age groups. 

Beyond this, we believe that the smaller values of tearing width in the 60 Myr than 

in the 30 Myr age group may be related to the difference in bending length (to measure 

the effect of bending length (lb1/lb2), we use the average slab-thickness ratio (h30/h60)p, 

which can be compared quantitatively) involving viscous dissipation, with older-thicker 

slabs offering higher viscous resistance to bending and retarding the development of 

the bending-length increase. The sequence of slabs-1,2 changing from small to large 

bending length is different when plate age-thicknesses are large (Figure 6). The 

apparently rheologically weaker slab-1 changes “earlier” in the plate-thickness sinking-

velocity parameter space than slab-2, increasing the tearing width from 15 Myr-age 

groups to 30 Myr-age groups and then decreasing (just to some extent) from 30 Myr-

age groups to 60 Myr-age groups. This effect is more apparent in the later phases of 

subduction and at larger depths, as shown by the change of p in Figure 11. This feature 

is also shown in the shift of the age ratio cut-off with absolute age in Figure 4.  

In summary, vertical oceanic-plate tearing is controlled by two dominant factors, (i) 

the subduction horizontal obliqueness: the larger the obliqueness angle, the larger the 

difference in the subducted area of the two slabs, the higher the likelihood for slabs 

tearing; (ii) the difference between the ages of the two slabs: tearing across/along the 

transform-fault zone is favored by older, heavier, thicker slab-1 relative to slab-2, as 

this configuration plays constructively with the obliqueness. The plate unbending 



resistance effect varies among the individual slabs thicknesses and also among the 

different subduction zones (in real Earth), but seems to only play a secondary role in 

tearing generation and development. 

 

4.2 On transform-fault-perpendicular tearing 

In subsection 3.2 we showed that tearing horizontal-displacement-components 

ratio, when expressed in the transform-fault-based coordinate frame can take diverse 

values far-from yet about 1. If dominated by fault-parallel component, we recall that 

slabs differential roll-back and differential hinge retreat is a relatively normal 

phenomenon in geosciences. Contrastingly, if dominated by fault-perpendicular 

component the slabs may be slightly separating inside the asthenosphere, parallel to 

their transversal/hinge axes. We will shed light on this hitherto yet-to-be-understood 

phenomenon. 

We already provided kinematical (visual displays of geometry versus time) 

evidence that this transform-fault-perpendicular tearing displacement can dominate the 

tearing, and that it manifests only for horizontal-obliqueness θ ≤ 30° and more 

frequently in young slabs (section 3.2, Figure 5). We shall now show some supporting 

dynamical evidence for this tearing behavior. 

Let’s consider X’ as the fault-parallel axis and Y’ the fault-perpendicular axis. 

Appendix figure S1 displays the viscous horizontal shear stress on the slabs surface for 

simulation 1713_30 (lithospheric ages t1 = 17 Ma, t2 =13 Ma; horizontal obliqueness θ 

= 30°) which exemplifies transform-fault-perpendicular tearing. The viscous horizontal 

shear stress σy’x’ is shown at 6 and 12 Myr of computed geological time. Given the 

horizontal-obliqueness angle θ = 30°, the relative motion between the slabs and the 

overriding continental plate, particularly the tangential/trench-parallel component, 

influences the local stress field on the surface of these bodies: the surface viscous 

friction imprinted by the relative motion dictates the shear stress. The effects of this 

shearing may not be equal on the two slabs regarding their different ages and subducted 

volumes versus time, and the interaction with the overriding plate may even be unsteady 

in time, resulting in an increasing separation between the slabs. 



Appendix figure S2 (in its left column) shows the viscous horizontal normal 

deviatoric stress on a 2D vertical slice along the transform-fault-zone central-axis for 

simulation 1713_30 exemplifying transform-fault-perpendicular tearing. The stress σy’y’ 

is shown at {4, 6, 8, 10, 12, 14} Myr of computed geological time. The normal 

deviatoric stress σy’y’ (left-side panel) inside the transform-fault-zone is extensive in-

and-around the subduction hinge (bent), and slightly compressive where the slabs are 

close to each other far from the trench in the horizontal portions; and this stress pattern 

changes only slightly during this particular subduction process. With time, the fault-

zone extensive stresses slightly oscillate in magnitude, meanwhile and incrementally, 

the slabs separate horizontally inside the ambient mantle (right-side panel). 

 

4.3 On the trench-based alternative tearing patterns  

In this study we opted to express the tearing horizontal-displacement vector in 

reference frames defined by the transform-fault-based system in each simulation, case 

by case depending on the horizontal-obliqueness angle. An interesting alternative is to 

use a universal (for all the simulations) reference frame, the one that defines the model-

box: we shall now express the tearing in the ‘universal’ trench-based system, with axes 

X (trench-perpendicular) and Y (trench-parallel) as in Figure 2. This is important as the 

overriding continental plate with its fixed trench, is a common single entity which all 

the different simulated systems have and interact with.  

In this ‘universal’ reference frame, the tearing displacement (dx,dy) is used to directly 

compute the magnitude of the tearing horizontal-components ratio |dx/dy| to 

characterize the tearing patterns. The values of this ratio tend to be <1 due to the 

horizontal obliqueness: when the angle θ>0° the “dy” component tends to be non-zero 

in most cases, but “dx” can be about zero in several cases. When the ratio is <0.5 trench-

parallel tearing dominates thoroughly and more than half of the simulations are 

represented, and when >1 the pattern is trench-perpendicular-dominated but only 1 (in 

stage 1) and 4 (in stage 2) out of 69 cases were found. 



 
Figure 12. Check-box diagrams for trench-based tearing patterns on time-stages 1 (left) 
and 2 (right). Angle means the slabs’ horizontal-obliqueness angle. The arithmetic-mean 
lithospheric age of plates 1 and 2, ((t1+t2)/2), is 15 Myr (a), 30 Myr (b), and 60 Myr (c), 
respectively. The category of slab trench-based tearing pattern, depending on the ratio 
"|𝑑𝑑x 𝑑𝑑𝑦𝑦⁄ |". Red-color tones: |𝑑𝑑x 𝑑𝑑𝑦𝑦⁄ | < 0.5, contrasting with Blue-color tones: |𝑑𝑑x 𝑑𝑑𝑦𝑦⁄ | ≥ 0.5. 



The trench-based coordinate frame is as shown in Figure 2: X axis (trench-perpendicular), Y 
axis (trench-parallel). The definition of symbol shapes is the same as in Figure 4. Black triangles 
are the no-tearing simulations. 
 

Particularly, when the subduction horizontal-obliqueness is zero, the two coordinate-

frames coincide, and fault-perpendicular equals trench-parallel. Indeed, observing 

Figures 5 and 12, we can confirm that for angle θ=0° all the simulations colored in 

orange in Figure 5 have a ratio<0.7 colored correspondingly in Figure 12, and the only 

simulation colored blue (ratio >1.3) in Figure 5 is correspondingly colored as >0.9 in 

Figure 12. For obliqueness θ>0°, the relationship between the patterns from the two 

coordinate-frames-descriptions is non-trivial, specifically it is non-linear and given by 

trigonometric projections. 

The overall tearing patterns in the trench-based system are the following: 

(i) Trench-parallel tearing is mostly a young-slabs at high horizontal-obliqueness 

phenomenon: There is a clear dominance of ratio values <0.5 (strong trench-parallel 

tearing displacement) for young-intermediate (15-30 Myr) ages, and being more 

prevalent for high obliqueness angles but virtually independent of transform-fault age 

ratios. Aside from this, for young slabs this pattern accentuates with temporal evolution, 

more prevalent and intense in stage 2 after one slab reaches the bottom; and only 

slightly more prevalent in late stage for the 60 Myr age group; however, the opposite 

occurs for mid-age slabs (pattern is more prevalent at early stage). 

(ii) The trench-perpendicular tearing-displacement component, being relatively 

smaller in general, becomes significant only for intermediate-old (30-60 Myr) ages and 

mostly low horizontal-obliqueness (for the transform-fault-parallel tearing to project 

effectively on that axis). The components-ratio becomes comparable or larger than unit 

(ratio ≳1) only in a few simulations (Figure 12). Also, trench-perpendicular tearing 

component becomes (excepting for two simulations) more important (prevalent and 

intense) in late times in stage 2, as an effect of one slab reaching the bottom and 

blocking the motion for some time.  

The evident dominance and prevalence of trench-parallel tearing (ratios<0.5), being 



common for young slabs’ mean ages and high obliqueness angles, is interpreted as: 

Young ages signify smaller sinking-velocity differences (constructively-combined with 

older slab-2 preventing excessive vertical separation, in the 15 Myr group only) 

combined with high obliqueness angles that signify higher trench-parallel relative 

velocities between slabs and trench, thus higher viscous trench-parallel shear stress on 

the contact. These conditions, of low vertical velocity-displacement difference between 

slabs, with high tangential forces on them, may favor the dominance of trench-parallel 

tearing. On the other hand, the manifestation of trench-perpendicular tearing is more 

complex, as it not only depends on the time stage, but perhaps on an obvious trade-off: 

similar constructive-tearing results for low age-ratio (relatively older slab-1) and high 

obliqueness angle, which can result in non-uniform (differential) rollback and smaller 

(delayed) bending-length of “apparently stiffer” plate 2, respectively. Finally, as seen 

in figure 12, the overall temporal change of patterns between stages 1 and 2 is due to 

one slab reaching the bottom, and the consequential difference in sinking-subducting 

style that ensues, which affects the slabs tearing displacement. 

 

4.4. Geological application 

As shown in Figure 13, examples of slab tearing of natural subduction zones are 

projected onto our model phase diagrams. Some cases (such as "Central America 

subduction zone (cam-1)" and "Alaska subduction zone (ala)") occur simultaneously in 

two mean-age groups, given our sparse and imprecise sampling of this variable. Except 

for the "Alaska (ala)" point, all the natural cases fall in our model-predicted regime 

where tearing occurs. The misfit of the "Alaska (ala)" case may be due to a secondary 

plate with different seafloor ages (Yang & Gao, 2020). Furthermore, because the 

horizontal-obliqueness angle of "Caribbean (car)" subduction is ≥60°, we have not 

carried out corresponding simulations considering the numerical stability problems 

they face. According to our analysis, the Aleutian slab window's low-velocity zone 

emplaced on a high oblique-convergence angle may undergo tearing due to slab-1 

bending enforced by the overriding plate (Bai et al., 2020). 



 



Figure 13. Comparisons between our numerical-model predictions on time-stage 2 (phase diagrams color-coded for tearing pattern and shape-coded for overall 
tearing occurrence) and natural subduction-zones observations (small black circles) along with their simplified observation-based interpreted structures 
(cartoons). The “Alaska (ala)” natural case falling in the predicted no-tearing zone may be affected by a secondary, so far unobserved, slab tear. In contrast, the 
“South America (sam-1 and sam-2) differential retreat” case with a fault-parallel pattern may be affected by a lateral break-off in the younger slab but also lack 
more detailed local observations. Colored diagram: the same as in Figure 5.  



 

We measured the tear widths observed in the literature. We projected the tearing 

widths onto the convergence (transform-fault-parallel) direction and its perpendicular 

direction, which were used to determine the corresponding vertical tearing patterns 

(Caribbean (car):(Meighan et al., 2013); South America (sam-1):(Pesicek et al., 2012); 

Central America (cam-1): (Stubailo et al., 2012); Central America (cam-2):(Carciumaru 

et al., 2020)) (Figure S3). Colored cartoons represent the tearing patterns in nature, and 

the tearing patterns predicted by the model are represented by colors in the phase 

diagram (Figure 13).  

We find that fault-perpendicular tearing manifests in "Central America (cam-2)", the 

transitional node manifests in "Central America (cam-1)", and fault-parallel tearing 

manifests in "Caribbean (car)" and "Izu-Bonin (izu)."  

The simulations do not fit the real "South America (sam-1 and sam-2)" tearing pattern, 

most likely due to the real plate being too thin and experiencing break-off during 

subduction, as shown in Figure 1 and Table 1, which increases the tearing width in the 

along-fault direction. According to our understanding, the vertical tearing pattern of 

"Kamchatka (kam)" is most likely fault-parallel tearing. 

In order to investigate whether our model can be applied to other types of subduction, 

such as "Calabria (cal)" involving ocean-continental transition zone, "Izu-Bonin (izu)" 

and "South America (sam-2)" involving ridge subduction, we performed six 

comparative experiments of oblique subduction with/without ocean-continental 

transition and oblique subduction with/without a ridge (Figure S4, S5). We find that a 

less-dense continental crust, as expected, causes flat subduction of the slab on that side, 

thus causing our transform-faulted oceanic slabs model to be inapplicable to the 

subduction of continental material.  For a ridge subduction case, as long as a weak zone 

exists in front of the ridge, the presence of this latter does not change the vertical tearing 

results/pattern of the forward slab, indicating that our model can be potentially applied 

to cases where a weak zone exists in front of the ridge (Figure S6). In addition, we find 

that when the oceanic ridge is at the front edge of the plate, and the weak zone is behind, 

its oblique subduction results in a pattern similar to the tearing pattern of the opposite 



rotation of slab segments (Gianni et al., 2019) (Figure S6). Details of oblique 

subduction of a ridge need to be studied further in dedicated future studies. 

  We also carried out additional simulations altering the viscosity of the weak 

transform-fault zone and found that a high-enough fault-zone viscosity can (in some 

cases) preclude and inhibit tearing. However, we must note that when slab-2 is not 

entirely subducted during the early stages of subduction evolution, the variable slab 

length 𝑙𝑙 along the trench generates transverse non-uniform slab "stiffness" (Li & Ribe, 

2012). In these cases, the deformation results in a continuous variation in subduction 

dip angle (Figure S7), like the imaging on the right side of "South America (sam-1)" 

(Figure 1).  

 

4.3. Model limitations 

Our model is simplified by having constant (yet adequate) density, viscosity, and 

thermal properties values. This was chosen to isolate the first-order controls on the slab 

tearing during transform-fault subduction. This simplification, also applied in order to 

facilitate the quantitative scaling analysis, may lead to some inaccuracies related to the 

following: 

 (1) The age difference between the two sides of the transform fault should lead to 

additional lateral variations in the oceanic plate's physical properties (e.g., viscosities). 

 (2) The viscosity and density should vary continuously with depth (pressure and 

temperature), particularly through and between lithospheric and asthenospheric mantle 

regions. 

(3) Additional complexities and effects on the sinking-tearing plate, i.e., more 

specific and refined forms of the post-factor function f, were not tried. 

(4) The obliqueness angle and age-ratio in the natural cases may have changed 

through time. Therefore, their values during the early stages of subduction (Myr ago) 

may differ from those observed at the present day. 

All the aforementioned neglected factors/processes can influence the slabs’ tearing 

vector (magnitude and direction) at all stages during subduction. However, we believe 

that the first-order controlling mechanisms are adequately represented in our study. 



 

5. Conclusions 

 Subduction horizontal obliqueness and slabs’ transform-fault age-offset play 

dominant first-order roles in the development and evolution of slabs tearing during the 

subduction of such complex systems. The viscous unbending resistance varies among 

the two subducting slabs during the subduction process, and also varies among different 

subduction zones, yet it seems to only have a secondary role in slab tearing. 

When the subduction horizontal-obliqueness angle is ≥30° or the age ratio of slab-

2 to slab-1 is less than 0.6, fast and well-developed oceanic plate vertical tearing occurs 

and develops inside the mantle without any other requirements. In contrast, no tearing 

occurs for small obliqueness angles (<20°) if slab-2 is approximately older and thicker 

(age ratio >0.6-0.8). 

The vector nature of slab tearing can occur/be decomposed in two patterns or modes 

when referred to the convergence direction or transform-fault orientation: fault-parallel 

and fault-perpendicular tearing. Fault-perpendicular tearing manifests mostly (not 

solely) in young-age slabs and for medium-low subduction horizontal-obliqueness 

angles (≤30°) and somewhat more favorably for low-age ratios (slab-1 being older). 

Fault-parallel tearing (related to differential slabs-hinge retreat or rollback) is relatively 

well-known and manifests almost solely for old-age slabs (60 Myr-mean-age group) 

and mostly for medium-high obliqueness (~>20°) angles but almost independently of 

age ratios.  

Transform-fault-perpendicular tearing of subducting slabs’ is here kinematically 

identified fairly/slightly above numerical errors and model uncertainties, and classified 

in a parametric way using the tearing horizontal-distance vector. Dynamically speaking, 

some of our simulations suggest that this tearing mode is accompanied by viscous 

horizontal normal deviatoric stresses of extension across the weak fault-zone, in-and-

around the hinge (subduction bent) region, with some slight variations in time; all of 

this concomitant to the slabs’ increasing horizontal separation inside the ambient mantle. 

Future research is needed to better understand this particular tearing behavior, but 

hereby we have provided a first step in that direction.  



 Compared to the several transform-fault-based systems in our simulations, the 

universal trench-based reference frame is defined by a single common entity 

(overriding plate), and when the slabs’ horizontal-obliqueness angle is 0° (normal 

subduction) the two reference frames coincide. Trench-parallel tearing is frequent and 

dominant for young slabs, and may be caused by low vertical-velocity difference 

between slabs, and moving at high horizontal-obliqueness angles (~>20°) causing high 

tangential shear stress at the trench. Trench-perpendicular tearing is relatively 

infrequent and likely an old-age phenomenon (~>30 Myr), favored by mid-low 

obliqueness angles, and closely related to non-uniform slabs rollback. 

Our modeling suggests that the continual spatial variation in dip angle along the 

trench observed in real-Earth subduction zones could be potentially related to the initial 

evolution of subducting slabs under horizontally-oblique convergence.  Further beyond, 

knowing the age combination across a transform fault (ratio and average) and the 

horizontal obliqueness of an oceanic subduction scenario would, with a framework like 

the one here presented, allow a prediction of the tearing occurrence, potential pattern, 

and the likely evolution of the subducting slabs, and perhaps of the associated locally-

perturbed mantle flow. 
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1. Additional figures 
Figure S1-S2 is the stress distribution about fault-perpendicular tearing in text 

section 4.2.  
Figure S3 shows the measured tearing widths from the literature, which we use to 

denote the observed tearing patterns from each of the four natural cases associated with 
transform-fault subduction. 

Figure S4 to S6 show the results of three experiments for oblique subduction 
with/without oceanic ridges/seafloor plateau from two cases, “izu” and “sam-2”, 
respectively. Figure S4-S5 indicate that our model can be applied to the type of 
subduction where a weak zone exists in front of the oceanic ridge. The presence of 
stiffer oceanic ridges does not change the tearing results of the forward segment and 
may correspond to the phenomenon mentioned in the literature (Miller et al., 2006; 
Vargas & Mann, 2013).  

Figure S6 shows the difference between the oceanic ridge/seafloor plateau located 
in the anterior and posterior segments of the plate. When it is located in the anterior 
segment, the model results obtained are similar to the pattern of opposite rotation of 
slab segments mentioned in the previous literature (Gianni et al., 2019). 

Figure S7 shows the results of two sets of models varying the viscosity of the entire 
transform-fault zone (3327_20, 2535_30). The viscosity of the fault increases from top 
to bottom, and it is found that when the viscosity is too high, no vertical tearing can be 
produced. However, the plate morphology is consistent with the continuous lateral 
variation in subduction dip angle seen in observations, such as the plate morphology 



shown in the right area of sam-1. 
 

 
Figure S1. Viscous horizontal shear stress on the slabs’ surface for simulation 1713_30 
(lithospheric ages t1 = 17 Ma, t2 =13 Ma; horizontal obliqueness θ = 30°) which exemplifies 
transform-fault-perpendicular tearing. The shear stress σy’x’ (the x’, y’ axes are transform-fault 
-parallel and -perpendicular, respectively) is shown at 6 and 12 Myr of computed geological 
time. Given the horizontal-obliqueness angle θ=30°, the relative motion between slabs and 
continental plate dictates the local stress field on the surface of these bodies, in particular the 
viscous tangential friction. 

 



 



Figure S2. Exemplary of transform-fault-perpendicular tearing: simulation 1713_30   
evolution snapshots at {4, 6, 8, 10, 12, 14 } Myr of computed time. (Left-side column panel) 
Oblique views: Viscous horizontal deviatoric normal stress (σy’y’, with the y’ axis the transform-
fault-perpendicular) on a 2D vertical slice along the transform-fault-zone axis. Black contours 
show parallel vertical slices on the two slabs central axes plus a horizontal-slice contour at 60 
km depth.  (Right-side column panel) Views from above: Composition contours at different 
depths (Brown: 20 km for horizontal portion of slabs; Black: 60 km for subducting portion of 
slabs). Gray color band: trench position. For both column panels: Transform-fault central axis 
has been colored purple, but extended (for reference) towards the continent in green color. The 
normal deviatoric stress σy’y’ (left-side panel) inside the transform-fault-zone is extensive in-
and-around the subduction hinge (bent), and slightly compressive where the slabs are close to 
each other in the horizontal portions. With time, the extensive stresses change only slightly 
(decrease and increase), meanwhile the slabs separate horizontally inside the ambient mantle 
(right-side panel). 

 

 

Figure S3. Oceanic plate tearing width from literature. 𝑑𝑑𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓// : tearing width along 
convergence/transform fault direction, 𝑑𝑑𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓⊥: tearing width perpendicular to fault direction. 
Caribbean (car):(Meighan et al., 2013); South America (sam-1):(Pesicek et al., 2012); Central 
America (cam-1): (Stubailo et al., 2012); Central America (cam-2):(Carciumaru et al., 2020). 
 

 



 
Figure S4. Tearing evolution of izu without a ridge (left) and with a ridge (right). Light blue: 
oceanic lithosphere, dark blue: weak zone (transform-fault), red: ridge crust, yellow: ridge 
mantle.  

 



 
Figure S5. Oceanic plate tearing evolution of sam-2 without a ridge (left) and with a ridge 
(right). Light blue is the oceanic lithosphere. Dark blue is the weak zone (transform-fault), red 
is the ridge crust, and yellow is the ridge mantle.  

 



 
Figure S6. Oceanic plate tearing evolution of ridge at the plate's back segment (left) and the 
front segment of the plate (right). Light blue: oceanic lithosphere, dark blue: weak zone 
(transform-fault), red: ridge crust, yellow: ridge mantle. The latter is similar to the tearing 
phenomenon shown in the lower right cartoon. (Gianni et al., 2019). 
 

 



 
Figure S7. The effect of fault viscosity on tearing. The high viscosity results in a phenomenon 
similar to the continuous variation of the subduction dip angle along the trench direction (as 
shown on the right side of the sam-1 cartoon (Pesicek et al., 2012)). 
 

2. Original computed data of tearing widths and tearing patterns 

Table S1-S4 shows the specific values for the two stages involved in the tearing width 

(displacement magnitude) of text Figure 4 and the transform-fault-based tearing pattern 

of article Figure 5. Table S5-S6 are trench-based tearing pattern of the two time-stages. 

Table S7 shows the specific values for the tear widths in Figure S3. 

 
Table S1. Tearing width of stage 1 a. (unit: km)  

0° 10° 20° 30° 40° 
1.4(1318) 63 31 83 55 94 



1.2 
     

1.0(1515) 51 40 87 92 100 
0.8(1713) 38 76 72 105 84 
0.6(1911) 80 88 73 89 

 
      

1.4(2535) 48 45 69 96 108 
1.2(2733) 

 
48 76 95 108 

1.0(3030) 30 72 81 95 115 
0.8(3327) 37 79 89 107 145 
0.6(3823) 59 102 101 127 

 

0.4(4317) 153 154 121 
 

124       

1.4(5070) 70 45 67 83 71 
1.2(5565) 45 

    

1.0(6060) 
 

57 69 85 74 
0.8(6753) 39 66 78 88 74 
0.6(7545) 63 78 91 102 79 
0.4(8634) 68 99 102 

  

a Original data of Figure 4. 
 

Table S2. Tearing width of stage 2 a. (unit: km)  
0° 10° 20° 30° 40° 

1.4(1318) 70 55 81 95 117 
1.2      

1.0(1515) 33 35 55 104 132 
0.8(1713) 48 77 83 108 151 
0.6(1911) 104 119 96 109  

 
     

1.4(2535) 52 62 79 126 176 
1.2(2733)  40 81 101 162 
1.0(3030) 36 67 88 117 174 
0.8(3327) 52 88 109 129 211 
0.6(3823) 71 133 130 137  

0.4(4317) 171 180 168  174  
     

1.4(5070) 95 51 93 118 128 
1.2(5565) 65     

1.0(6060)  54 95 122 131 
0.8(6753) 64 68 99 142 146 
0.6(7545) 63 88 117 144 144 
0.4(8634) 109 111 128   

a Original data of Figure 4. 
 

Table S3. Transform-fault-based tearing pattern of stage 1 a. (unit: 1) 



 
0° 10° 20° 30° 40° 

1.4(1318) 0.3 0.2 0.4 0.7 1.2 
1.2      

1.0(1515) 0.1 0.4 0.4 0.7 1.2 
0.8(1713) 0.4 0.5 0.4 0.8 1.3 
0.6(1911) 0.5 0.6 0.4 0.7  

 
     

1.4(2535) 0.3 0.3 0.5 0.8 1.2 
1.2(2733)  1.2 0.8 0.8 1.2 
1.0(3030) 0.1 1.0 0.8 0.9 1.3 
0.8(3327) 0.2 1 0.8 0.8 1.2 
0.6(3823) 0.6 1 0.7 0.9  

0.4(4317) 0.8 0.9 0.8  1.3  
     

1.4(5070) 0.2 0.9 1.5 1.6 5.2 
1.2(5565) 0.1     

1.0(6060)  1.5 1.8 1.4 3.2 
0.8(6753) 0 1.2 1.4 1.4 2.4 
0.6(7545) 0.5 0.9 1.1 1.2 2.2 
0.4(8634) 2.3 1.2 0.9   

a Original data of Figure 5. 
 

Table S4. Transform-fault-based tearing pattern of stage 2 a. (unit: 1)  
0° 10° 20° 30° 40° 

1.4(1318) 0.5 0.1 0.2 0.4 0.7 
1.2      

1.0(1515) 2.2 0.3 0.2 0.4 0.7 
0.8(1713) 0.6 0.5 0.3 0.5 1 
0.6(1911) 0.4 0.5 0.5 0.6  

 
     

1.4(2535) 0.4 0 1.1 0.9 1.2 
1.2(2733)  0.4 1.3 1.1 1.2 
1.0(3030) 0.6 1 1.4 1.1 1.3 
0.8(3327) 0.3 1 1.2 1.1 1.2 
0.6(3823) 0.7 1.1 1 1.1  

0.4(4317) 1 1.1 1  1.1  
     

1.4(5070) 0.2 0.6 2 1.9 2.1 
1.2(5565) 0.1     

1.0(6060)  1.2 2.1 1.8 2.2 
0.8(6753) 0.1 1.2 2.1 1.6 2.1 
0.6(7545) 0.6 1.6 1.1 1.4 1.8 
0.4(8634) 4.6 1.6 1   

a Original data of Figure 5. 



 
Table S5. Trench-based tearing pattern of stage 1 a. (unit: 1)  

0° 10° 20° 30° 40° 
1.4(1318) 0.3 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.2 

1.2      

1.0(1515) 0.1 0.2 0.1 0.1 0.2 
0.8(1713) 0.4 0.3 0.1 0.1 0.2 
0.6(1911) 0.5 0.3 0.1 0.1  

 
     

1.4(2535) 0.3 0.1 0.2 0.2 0.2 
1.2(2733)  0.8 0.3 0.2 0.2 
1.0(3030) 0.1 0.7 0.3 0.2 0.2 
0.8(3327) 0.2 0.7 0.3 0.2 0.2 
0.6(3823) 0.6 0.7 0.3 0.2  

0.4(4317) 0.8 0.6 0.3  0.2  
     

1.4(5070) 0.2 0.7 0.7 0.5 0.6 
1.2(5565) 0.1     

1.0(6060)  1.0 0.8 0.5 0.6 
0.8(6753) 0.0 0.8 0.7 0.5 0.5 
0.6(7545) 0.5 0.6 0.5 0.4 0.5 
0.4(8634) 2.3 0.8 0.4   

a Original data of Figure 12. 
 

Table S6. Trench-based tearing pattern of stage 2 a. (unit: 1)  
0° 10° 20° 30° 40° 

1.4(1318) 0.5 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.0 
1.2      

1.0(1515) 2.2 0.2 0.1 0.1 0.0 
0.8(1713) 0.6 0.3 0.1 0.0 0.1 
0.6(1911) 0.4 0.3 0.2 0.1  

 
     

1.4(2535) 0.4 0.2 0.5 0.2 0.2 
1.2(2733)  0.3 0.6 0.3 0.2 
1.0(3030) 0.6 0.7 0.7 0.3 0.2 
0.8(3327) 0.3 0.7 0.6 0.3 0.2 
0.6(3823) 0.7 0.8 0.5 0.3  

0.4(4317) 1 0.8 0.5  0.1  
     

1.4(5070) 0.2 0.4 0.9 0.6 0.5 
1.2(5565) 0.1     

1.0(6060)  0.8 1.0 0.6 0.5 
0.8(6753) 0.1 0.8 0.9 0.5 0.4 
0.6(7545) 0.6 1.1 0.6 0.4 0.4 



0.4(8634) 4.6 1.1 0.5    

a Original data of Figure 12. 
 

Table S7. Tearing pattern of natural cases, from literature a. 

symbol b 

Tearing width 
perpendicular to 

convergence direction 
(km) 

Tearing width along 
convergence 

direction (km) 
Tearing pattern 

    

cam-1 50 53.1 1.1 
    
    

cam-2 95.7 40.6 0.4 
    
    

car 34.5 66.9 1.9 
    
    

sam-1 
(at depth 1) 

132.6 288.1 2.2 
    

sam-1 
(at depth 2) 

163.7 300.7 1.8 
    

sam-1 
(at depth 3)  

175.9 292.6 1.7 

a Original data of Figure S3. b The same with Figure 1. 
 
 

3. Additional figures associated with experimental results 

The ridge setup is not a specific construction for a particular area but a more general 

setting. It consists of two layers: the crustal and the lithospheric mantle, and the distance 

from ridge to trench (ridge at the back) is 20 km. Table S9 represents some of the 

geometric and physical parameters of the oblique ridge subduction model in Figure S4-

S6. Table S10 shows the specific values of the model results after changing the 

continental crust density and thermal conductivity, and the specific values of the results 

of the oblique ridge subduction model involved in Figure S4-S6. 

 
Table S9. Material properties of the ridge. 

Composition Thickness (km) 
Density 
(kg/m3) 

Viscosity 
(Pa·s) 



ridge crust 22 a 3340 b 1.40E+22 a 
ridge lithosphere mantle the same with lithosphere mantle 

oceanic crust 12 3390 2.80E+20 
lithosphere mantle half-cooling model 3390 1.40E+23 

a (Gerya et al., 2009). b (Martinod et al., 2013).  

 
Table S10. Tearing width and tearing pattern of additional experiments. 

stage 1 at 
different 
depths 
(km) 

tearing 
width 
(km) 

tearing 
pattern 

average 
tearing 
pattern 

stage 2 at 
different 
depths 
(km) 

tearing 
width 
(km) 

tearing 
pattern 

average 
tearing 
pattern 

3327_20 (A)   3327_20 (A)   

100 75 1.3  100 101 1.4  

200 67 0.7  200 102 1.2  

300 89 0.5 0.8 300 109 0.9 1.2 
        

3327_20-thermal_conductivity (B) 3327_20-thermal_conductivity (B) 
100 72 1.4  100 98 1.4  

200 65 0.8  200 100 1.1  

300 86 0.4 0.9 300 103 0.9 1.1 
        

3327_20-density (C)  3327_20-density (C)  

100 67 1.2  100 100 1.4  

200 67 0.6  200 105 1.1  

300 86 0.3 0.7 300 103 1.1 1.2 
        

cal    cal    

100 66 2.1  100 55 3.9  

200 68 2.9  200 97 4.7  

300 75 1.4 2.1 300 95 3.4  
    400 104 1.5 3.4 

izu    izu    

100 37 1.5  100 68 3.2  

200 65 4.7  200 86 4.7  

300 66 13.4 6.5 300 101 3.2  
    400 119 1.9 3.3 

izu-with ridge   izu-with ridge   

100 36 2.1  100 54 3.2  

200 64 4.5  200 84 6.6  

300 61 28.9 11.8 300 94 3.2  
    400 121 2.1 3.8 

sam2   sam2   

100 56 1.5  100 58 1.2  



200 61 0.9  200 76 1.0  

300 86 1.5 1.3 300 95 0.9  
    400 102 0.8 1.0 

sam2-with ridge   sam2-with ridge   

100 44 1.6  100 53 1.3  

200 58 1.0  200 71 1.1  

300 89 1.5 1.4 300 92 1.0  
    400 106 0.9 1.1 

(A) 3327_20: reference model, thermal conductivity 2 W/m/K, continental crust density 

3350 kg/m3. (B) 3327_20-thermal_conductivity: 5 W/m/K. (C) 3327_20-density: continental 

crust density 2800 kg/m3. 
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